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APPENDIX I 

An In-Depth Description of the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model—Flipchart Version 

     An in-depth description of the nature and purpose of each step will prove helpful in 

understanding and applying the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model—Flipchart Version shown in 

Figure AI.1.  The description will also help in applying all other versions of the 6-Step Model.  

Please see the general introduction of this model in Chapter 10.   

Figure AI.1 

The 6-Step Identify/Agree (I/A) Consultation Model— Flipchart Version:  

 1.   Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 
 
 2A. Identifying the Issue 
 
 2B.   Agreeing on the Issue 
 

 3A.   Identifying the Facts 

 3B.   Agreeing on the Facts 
 
 4A.   Identifying the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved 
 
 4B.   Agreeing on the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved 
 
 5A.  Identifying Solutions 
 
 5B.   Agreeing on Solutions 

 6A.   Identifying Implementation Steps 
 
 6B.   Agreeing on Implementation Steps    
 ___________________________________________________ 
KEY 
 
 =  Suspend critical judgment (A-steps) 
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 =  Apply critical judgment (B-steps)     
     In the description below, we refer often to the role of a facilitator.  A single person can fill this 

role or the role can be a composite of several group members’ efforts.  The assumption in going 

through the following steps is that the group members have first committed to honoring the 12 

Behavioral Standards and 7 Prime Requisites. 

Step 1:  Convening By Praying For Divine Guidance.* 

     Step 1 addresses ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s second requirement for successfully using Consultation 

(“They must when coming together turn their faces to the Kingdom on High and ask aid from the 

Realm of Glory”). 16 In addition, Step 1 assists the members of the group to honor 

Compassionate Consultation Behavioral Standard #2, collective reliance on divine assistance.   

     In Step 1, the group members take turns saying prayers aloud requesting God’s guidance and 

assistance in their deliberations.  The prayers serve the purpose of helping the members orient 

themselves in relation to their Maker in order to become channels for divine guidance, and they 

help the members begin to soften their focus on material reality while they sharpen the focus on 

spiritual reality.  An additional purpose of Step 1 is to assist the members to move consciously 

from a preoccupation with individual responsibility and action (the typical mind-set in the 

outside world) to a focus on interdependent responsibility and collective action. 

     After the prayers are completed, Step 1 may be extended by various types of sharing 

exercises.  For example, each member could briefly “check in” with the group in terms of her or 

his current state of mind based on how the day or week has gone for the individual 

 and how she or he is feeling about the prospect of group action.  When this is done 

authentically, it not only helps each member to be more sensitive to the other members, but also 
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*Appendix I was first published as an article entitled, “A General Purpose Consensus Problem-Solving Model” in 
Team Performance Management-An International Journal, Vol. 1, No. 4, 1995, MCB University Press, Bradford, 
West Yorkshire, England.  Reprinted with revisions by permission. 
facilitates the “letting go” of negative mind states and the embracing of an attitude of service to, 

and reliance upon, the group. 

Seeing the Group as an Instrument 

     Another purpose of Step 1 is to encourage the members to begin seeing the group as an 

instrument for receiving divine guidance (Compassionate Consultation Behavioral Standard #5).  

Rather than seeing the group as just an array of individual minds interacting, it is important to try 

to see the group as a decision-making, opportunity exploiting, or problem-solving instrument 

with a collective life of its own.  In a sense, each of the member’s minds can be seen as a cell in a 

larger organism, the group mind, which has more capacity than the sum of the parts.  It is this 

sort of thinking and feeling that facilitates the group members’ opening to divine guidance and 

moving as one soul and one body through the decision-making process. 

The Compassionate Consultation Structure Metaphor 

     As the following sections describe the Compassionate Consultation process using the 6-Step 

I/A Consultation Model, we will refer to the process as a decision-making structure.  In 

extending this architectural metaphor, we will describe how each numerical step of the model 

provides important components of this structure.  Step 1, convening by praying for divine 

guidance, establishes the site plan for the decision-making structure.  In other words, Step 1 

clarifies how the decision-making structure will be positioned and oriented in relation to its 

environment and reality. 

Step 2A:  Identifying the Issue (Suspend Critical Judgment). 
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     It is common for groups pursuing Consultation or consensus decision-making to discover 

with dismay that various members are working on different issues or problems simultaneously.  

Many frustrating and unproductive hours can be spent by groups in this way.  Step 2A of the 

model begins the process of addressing this issue.  Even though the verbal or written request for 

the meeting probably identified an issue, problem or opportunity to be addressed, the assumption 

is made that we have not yet agreed on the issue, problem or opportunity to be addressed.  The 

facilitator reminds the members to suspend critical judgment and then asks for their ideas on how 

the issue, problem or opportunity statement could be articulated. 

     In order to guide the alternate suspension and application of judgment, the symbol to the left 

of the A-lettered steps in the model is an open circle          signifying that we want an open, 

uninterrupted flow of un-judged ideas at these points.  To the left of the B-lettered steps is a 

circle with cross-hatching            signifying that we are filtering out and modifying ideas by the 

use of critical judgment at these points. 

An Open & Uninterrupted Flow of Ideas 

     With the suspension of critical judgment in Step 2A, we expect an open, uninterrupted flow of 

ideas about how to articulate the issue, problem or opportunity.  The facilitator should put the 

words “How to…” at the top of the flipchart page and then encourage the group members to 

brainstorm fill-in-the-blank ideas.  As ideas about how to state the issue, problem or opportunity 

come forth and are written on the flipchart, it is common to see that individual members are 

coming from different places.  As in traditional brainstorming, we want to build on ideas using 

such things as piggy-backing and reversing of ideas, without applying critical judgment.  When 
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the team acknowledges that all of the ideas regarding the issue, problem or opportunity are out 

and recorded on the flip chart, Step 2A is complete. 

Reaching the Second Wind of Ideas 

     In each of the A-lettered steps, it is important to remember that after the initial burst of 

brainstormed ideas seems complete and the members trail off into silence, there is typically 

another burst of ideas after the pause, and these ideas are usually the best ideas.  It is almost as if 

the group members get their second wind of ideas like a long-distance runner gets a second wind 

of energy well into the race.  For this reason, the conclusion of the A-lettered steps should not be 

rushed to the point that the second wind of ideas is precluded. 

Step 2B:  Agreeing on the Issue (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     In this step, critical judgment is applied and agreement is reached on the issue, problem or 

opportunity statement.  All of the ideas about the issue generated in Step 2A have been listed on 

the flip chart in front of the group.  The process of Step 2B is simply to have the facilitator read 

each idea on the list followed by a pause and, as members challenge the ideas from Step 2A 

using their critical judgment, make any deletions or revisions necessary to achieve consensus 

about the problem statements. 

The Unity Assumption   

     In the event that one of the ideas on the list is read by the facilitator and no one in the group 

has a comment, the assumption is that agreement exists and the idea is simply left intact on the 

flipchart sheet.  Throughout the process of combining Consultation and compassion, the unity 

assumption is an important philosophical and process principle.  Aside from the fact that it saves 

the group’s time from a process standpoint, the assumption that we are in unity until proven 
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otherwise supports the philosophy that we are one, that absolute love and harmony (Behavioral 

Standard #1) prevails.  This is our desired and assumed state.  From a process standpoint, it helps 

if the facilitator regularly repeats phrases such as “Is there anyone who disagrees with this?” or 

“Is anyone not OK with this?” to surface disagreement if it is present and to demonstrate the 

group’s unity if disagreement is absent. 

     In the process of modifying the issue, problem or opportunity statements in Step 2B, they are 

gradually condensed and combined down to a single statement of the problem or issue to which 

all agree (see Appendix II, page 30 for an example).  Sometimes the final statement of the issue 

is a rather complex, compound statement with somewhat tortured syntax, but this is acceptable as 

long as it defines the range and scope of what the group will address, and all the group members 

are in whole-hearted agreement. 

     With the issue statement agreed upon, we know that all members are coming from the same 

point of agreement.  This is critical because if the members do not finish Step 2 in unity, it will 

be very difficult for them to complete Step 6 in unity.  The agreement at the end of Step 2B is the 

cornerstone of the Compassionate Consultation structure we are building.  We are now ready to 

move to the next step. 

Step 3A:  Identifying the Facts (Suspend Critical Judgment). 

     When the group turns its attention to identifying the facts, critical judgment is again 

suspended.  In this step of the process, we define the word “facts” very loosely.  We are looking 

generally for input about the situation or terrain surrounding the issue, problem, or opportunity.  

We accept opinions, perceptions, feelings, suspicions, as well as scientifically verifiable data. 
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     When a group begins generating the facts relating to a given issue, the members usually 

quickly become aware of the following two things: 

(1) That quite a few facts are held in common; and 

(2) That quite a few facts are not held in common. 

Everyone gains by hearing perspectives different from their own that bring out dimensions of the 

issue, problem or opportunity of which they were unaware.  Sometimes this is surprising or even 

startling to members; it is always educational. 

Listening & the Suspension of Critical Judgment 

     The educational dimension is intensified by the suspension of critical judgment in all A-

lettered steps.  The withholding of critical judgment forces the members to listen to one another 

without the possibility of direct contradiction.  This engenders a more patient and intense level of 

listening to, and entertaining of, the views of others, which accelerates learning and fosters the 

honoring of the 12 Behavioral Standards and the 7 Prime Requisites. 

An Opposing Fact Rather Than Disagreement 

     Even though the group will have agreed to suspend critical judgment in this step, impulsive 

individuals will be tempted to challenge facts with which they disagree based on old habit 

patterns.  Instead, members must learn to express their disagreement through the articulation of 

an opposing fact. 

     If one member of a family offers the fact, “Family members are unhappy with the family 

vacation patterns”, it is quite acceptable for another member to add the opposing fact “Family 

members are happy with the family vacation patterns”.  It is not acceptable for the second person 
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to say, “That is not true; I like our family vacation patterns”.  The facilitator and the members of 

the group must monitor these dynamics until the appropriate new habits are formed. 

     For most issues the facts will easily fill several flipchart pages.  As the pages are filled, they 

are removed from the flipchart and posted in sequence on the wall for reference by the group 

with the sequence starting from the agreed upon issue statement in Step 2B.  When the group 

cannot think of any other facts, the pause for reaching the second wind of ideas has elapsed, and 

the facilitator cannot suggest any obviously relevant area for further fact-mining and exploration, 

this step is complete and the group is ready to move to Step 3B. 

Step 3B:  Agreeing on the Facts (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     In order to help the group apply critical judgment to the generated facts, the facilitator reads 

aloud each individual fact in sequence from the flipchart pages followed by a short pause.  

Where there are no comments, the assumption is that the group agrees on two things as follows: 

(1) The fact is accurate as stated; 

(2) The fact is relevant to the issue being addressed. 

When there is not agreement on either or both of these two points in relation to a given fact, 

further discussion is needed to reach agreement on the fact.   

     When critical judgment is applied and a fact is found wanting, it may be deleted entirely, 

edited or joined to another fact.  Quite often, the outcome is that the fact will be moderated from 

an extreme position.  For example, the fact as originally stated could read: “The marketing 

department never notifies us of new initiatives”.  After some discussion to the effect that there 

were a few occasions when marketing did notify us, agreement is reached by editing the fact to 

read: “The marketing department usually does not notify us of new initiatives.” 
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     It is helpful to use a flipchart marker of a different color for editing in the B-lettered steps so 

that a record is visible of the evolution from the raw (Step A) to the refined (Step B) ideas.  In 

effect, it is also the record of the Compassionate Consultation, of how the group made harmony 

out of its differences. 

Items Out Of Sequence 

     While it is clearly desirable to be thorough in identifying and agreeing on the facts in Steps 

3A and 3B, it is not necessary to identify every possible fact that could bear on the issue.  The 

goal is the group’s satisfaction with, and agreement on, the fact-base.  Nevertheless, when using 

this model, it is quite common for a member to think of another fact during a later step in the 

model.  When this occurs, the facilitator simply adds the fact where space permits on one of the 

previously posted sheets containing the facts, and then asks the group to apply judgment and 

reach agreement on the newly added fact. 

     Then the group returns to the step it was on when the belated fact arose.  This procedure 

applies throughout the model.  It is never too late to go back and add to, or alter, a previous step; 

but agreement must be reconfirmed or revised on all intervening steps prior to continuing.  On 

the other hand, skipping forward to a subsequent step prematurely is not advised. 

Some Benefits of Steps 3A-3B 

     The primary benefits arising out of these two steps are that everyone has opportunities to 

articulate the facts as they initially see them, to hear the facts as other members articulate them, 

to see the full complexity of the issues, and to achieve agreement on the facts with which the 

group will move forward in the subsequent steps of the decision-making model. 
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     If agreeing on the issue, problem, or opportunity the group will address (Steps 2A-2B) is the 

cornerstone of the Compassionate Consultation structure, then agreeing on the facts relating to 

that issue (Steps 3A-3B) is the foundation of that structure.  When groups do not reach 

agreement on the facts before trying to reach agreement on solutions, the effect is very much like 

trying to build a house on sand.  The unstable fact base cannot support the weight of the 

generated solutions.  Usually the result is disunity, inaction or both. 

     When there is whole-hearted agreement on the facts, it is time to turn to the spiritual 

principles and human values. 

Step 4A: Identifying the Spiritual Principles Involved (Suspend Critical Judgment). 

1.      With the agreed on fact base in place, members will typically feel inclined by habit to turn 

immediately to finding solutions.  Instead, the group now suspends critical judgment and 

begins identifying spiritual principles.  What is sought here are spiritual principles and 

human values the members want to honor and live by which they believe are related to the 

agreed upon issue and facts.  The reader is referred to the definitions and examples of 

spiritual principles and human values given in the Step 4 description for the 6-Step 

Consultation Model in Chapter 10 of the book (in the section entitled, “4: Identifying & 

Agreeing on the Spiritual Principles Involved”). 

. 

Initial Awkwardness Gives Way to Skill & Comfort 

     The first time a group uses the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model, Step 4A is usually the most 

awkward step.  The awkwardness may arise from the fact that most of the cultures in which we 

currently live have accustomed us to using expediency and pragmatism rather than spiritual 
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principles and values when we search for solutions, leverage an opportunity or reach decisions.  

This may reflect both the materialism of our cultures and our feeling that, since everyone’s 

values seem to differ, it is a subject like religion or politics, which should be avoided. 

     On the contrary, our experience suggests that human beings have the inherent capacity to 

become very adept at, and very comfortable with, identifying spiritual principles and values 

surrounding given issues.  In addition, a sizeable percentage of the spiritual principles and values 

they identify tend to be held in common by the other members of even the most diverse groups. 

Coming From Spiritual Principles & Values   

     The assumption behind this decision-making model is that human beings are at their best in 

terms of both inspiration and energy when they come from spiritual principles and values.  This 

is evidenced by the fact that the articulation of, and agreement on, principles and values tends to 

increase the group’s motivation in its search for solutions and implementation ideas.   

     Once the spiritual principles and human values held in common are agreed upon for a given 

issue or problem, the principles and values also serve as unifying forces which both transcend 

and harmonize the diversity within the group.  In addition, principles and values shed light on the 

dark path to solutions and energize the process of implementation.   

Facilitating the Identification of Spiritual Principles & Human Values 

     Any initial awkwardness with spiritual principles and values can be quickly overcome if the 

facilitator asks the members to think in terms of the issue statement and the agreed on facts, and 

then to brainstorm completions to the phrases “We value…” and “We should…” 

     Just as in the previous A-lettered steps, the ideas generated on spiritual principles and values 

will typically reflect the diversity of the group and may contain contradictory elements.  Since 
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critical judgment has been suspended in Step 4A, we are happy to record contradictory findings.  

In addition, we can anticipate that many spiritual principles and human values can have an 

inverse relationship to each other.  For example, if one identified value is “we value freedom” 

and another is “we value responsibility,” both values may survive the application of critical 

judgment in the next step.  While they clearly can co-exist, they inversely affect each other 

because responsibility tends to limit freedom—just as the responsibility to obey traffic signals 

limits freedom in a community.  One attribute of the Wall-Seeker is the commitment to balance 

spiritual principles and values that have an inverse relationship to each other. 

     When the principles and values ideas trail off, space has been made for reaching the second 

wind of ideas, and no more spiritual principles and values are forthcoming, it is time for the 

group to move on to the next step. 

Step 4B: Agreeing on the Spiritual Principles Involved (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     When critical judgment is applied to the spiritual principles and human values in this step, the 

procedure is similar to that previously used in Steps 2B and 3B.  The facilitator slowly reads out 

loud each principle/value on the list generated in Step 4A.  Silence in response to the reading of a 

principle/value indicates agreement on two things: 

(1) The spiritual principle/value as stated is one we want to honor or live by in addressing the 

issue, opportunity or problem; 

      (2) The spiritual principle/value is relevant to the issue and/or the agreed upon facts. 

     Where agreement does not exist on a given spiritual principle or value, the group seeks to 

achieve it by discussing the issues and revising, deleting, or replacing the spiritual principle or 
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value.  The evolution of a human value on which initial agreement does not exist could be as 

follows for a governmental pollution control agency: 

• Value before the application of critical judgment:  “We value risk-based 

decision-making as long as it does not sacrifice public health and/or the 

natural environment”. 

• Agreed upon value after the application of critical judgment:  “We value 

incorporating flexibility in our decision-making as long as it does not 

jeopardize public health and/or the natural environment”. 

In this scenario, the phrase, “risk-based decision-making,” could be deemed appropriate by some 

group members, but too aggressive and politically charged as a phrase by other group members.  

After further discussion, the group could reach agreement on the revised phrase, “incorporating 

flexibility in our decision-making,” which reduces the aggressive and politically charged tone in 

the perception of some members, but still captures the intent that reflects the basis of agreement 

between all the group members. 

Finding Shared Values   

     Since spiritual principles and human values we want to live by are statements of personal 

beliefs, we could anticipate that this subject might become volatile or divisive.  It is important for 

both the facilitator and the other group members to realize that the purpose of Steps 4A and 4B is 

not to change one another’s beliefs and values.  Instead, the purpose is to make conscious the 

relevant spiritual principles and values each of us wants to have guiding our lives in relation to 

the issue and to see if any are shared by the other members. 
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     The facilitator and the group members must vigilantly exclude even a hint of self-righteous or 

shaming behavior on the part of members as they apply judgment to the principles and values 

ideas in Step 4B.   A particular relevant principle or value that I articulate might be very close to 

my heart; but if, after a full discussion of it, the group seems unable to reach agreement on it, I 

should not criticize group members for failing to embrace my principle/value, but drop the issue 

and move with the group to confer on other principles and values.  When this occurs, the 

principle/value in question will still be my personal principle/value, but it is simply not a group 

principle/value influencing the group’s search for solutions on this particular issue or problem.  

Only those spiritual principles and values that survive the application of judgment by the group 

in Step 4B are carried forward for reference in the next steps of the model. 

A Preview of the Province of the Solutions 

     The agreement on spiritual principles and human values gives the group an early glimpse of 

the nature and province of the solutions it will ultimately find.  For example, a management team 

trying to establish policies on the respective lengths of lunch and work breaks for hourly versus 

salaried employees may reach very different solutions if among their agreed upon spiritual 

principles and values are justice and fairness as opposed to just the value of efficiency.  As 

another example, family members trying to reach agreement on their vacation plan may reach a 

very different solution if among their agreed upon spiritual principles and values is being of 

service to humankind as opposed to just the values of rest and recreation. 

     If agreement on the issue represents the cornerstone, and agreement on the facts represents 

the foundation, then agreement on spiritual principles and human values represents the pillars, 
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beams and roof making up the superstructure of the Compassionate Consultation decision-

making structure. 

     When whole-hearted agreement has been reached on the spiritual principles and human values 

involved, the group members have been provided with a principle-centered vision to encourage 

inspired solution finding.  The group is now ready to move to the next step. 

Step 5A: Identifying the Solutions (Suspend Critical Judgment). 

     The 6-Step and the 6-Step I/A Models of Consultation delay the search for solutions beyond 

other commonly practiced methods of decision-making.  For groups inexperienced with these 

two models, the pressure to search for solutions noticeably mounts during steps 1-4B.  For 

groups experienced with the two models, there is a relaxed recognition that a great deal of the 

work involved in finding good solutions has already been done prior to Step 5A. 

     If properly done, the 6-Step I/A Consultation process has kept the group continuously 

focused.  The group’s energies have been coordinated and efficiently channeled.  The group mind 

has achieved focus and agreement successively on the issue, the facts and the spiritual principles 

and values and is now ready to work toward focus and agreement on solutions. 

     With the beginning of Step 5A, the members again suspend critical judgment.  Based on the 

groundwork done in Steps 1-4B, the members now generate solution ideas ranging from 

fragmentary solutions to comprehensive solutions.  The group seeks the largest quantity of 

solution ideas it can generate (realizing that quality issues will be resolved in Step 5B) and takes 

its time filling flip chart sheets with solution ideas.  When the group gets bogged down, the 

facilitator (or other members of the group) identifies solution areas for additional exploration 

suggested by the agreed on facts and spiritual principles and values. 
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     Step 5A is one of the areas where opinions and ideas start to clash together.  Since critical 

judgment has been suspended, the clashes are not generated from discussion (as they will be in 

Step 5B), but from the generation of brainstormed solution ideas that may run in opposition to 

each other.  The skill of “looking to the side” in order to see the “sparks of truth” emanating from 

these thought collisions may be profitably used by members to generate additional solution ideas. 

     Especially in this step, we want to encourage true brainstorming, including such things as 

piggy-backing, minimizing, maximizing and reversing of ideas.  We also want to pass patiently 

beyond the rush of early solution ideas and the lull that follows to reach the second wind of ideas 

and the more innovative ideas which often emerge at this time.  However, when the solution 

ideas stop flowing and the facilitator’s promptings no longer yield continuing ideation, Step 5A 

is complete. 

Step 5B: Agreeing on the Solutions (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     With the start of Step 5B, the group enters into the climactic phase of the 6-Step I/A 

Consultation procedure.  The series of Compassionate Consultation agreements made in steps 

2B, 3B and 4B have served respectively as the cornerstone, foundation, and superstructure of the 

decision-making structure we are building.  In reaching agreement on solutions, we are building 

the interior walls and furnishings of the decision-making structure.  Agreement on solutions is 

driven by the group’s sense of moving as one soul and one body, by the energy emanating from a 

unified focus on the agreed upon issue, facts, and spiritual principles/values. 

The Clash of Ideas & Opinions 

     Through the application of critical judgment, the group now sifts, accepts, rejects, and 

modifies the solutions generated in the previous step.  As in previous B-lettered steps, the 
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facilitator slowly reads aloud down the list, assuming agreement on the solutions unless someone 

speaks up to the contrary. 

     Some solutions are deleted, others are left intact, while still others are modified to reflect the 

whole-hearted agreements emerging from the discussions.  As in other B-lettered steps and 

especially in this one, we expect ideas and opinions to clash.  The sparks of light emanating from 

these clashes illuminate better solutions as long as egos and personalities do not also clash.  

Again, looking to the side of these clashes generates insight in members that can be fed back to 

the group. 

     Quite often, discussions will provoke a new solution idea not thought of in the previous step.  

When this happens, the idea is immediately entered at the end of the sequence of solution ideas 

on the solutions sheets from Step 5A and the group then applies critical judgment to the idea 

when it is reached in sequence. 

A Bundle of Solutions   

     Whereas members often expect in Step 5B to arrive at a single, breakthrough solution, in 

practice the most common outcome is that the solution ideas surviving the application of critical 

judgment are all part of the solution.  In other words, the larger solution is typically made up of 

“a bundle” of smaller solutions reflecting both the complexity of the issue, problem or 

opportunity and the diverse solution approaches generated by the group.  When all of the 

solution ideas have been addressed by the group’s critical judgment, Step 5B is complete.  The 

group has reached whole-hearted agreement on the solutions, but it probably does not yet have a 

sense of closure.  For that, the group must turn to Steps 6A and 6B. 

Step 6A: Identifying implementation steps (suspend critical judgment). 
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Step 6B: Agreeing on implementation steps (apply critical judgment). 

     The lack of closure that usually exists at the end of Step 5B is due to the fact that the bundle 

of solution ideas agreed on have not been integrated.  While some connectedness between the 

solutions is probably obvious, some of the solutions have been articulated in isolation from the 

others.  One of the purposes of Steps 6A and 6B is to orchestrate and integrate the bundle of 

solutions so that they become a comprehensive solution.  The other purpose of these steps is to 

create and agree on an implementation plan. 

     If the agreed upon solutions represent the interior walls and furnishings of the decision-

making structure, then the implementation ideas agreed on represent the doors, windows and 

hallways of the structure.  They connect the decision-making structure to the outside world (the 

context of the issue, problem, or opportunity) and establish connectedness and relationship 

between the elements of the solution.  This is accomplished when the group decides what sub-

steps will be used to carry out the solutions, sequences the solution elements and sub-steps, 

assigns responsibility for the solution elements and sub-steps, and establishes deadlines for their 

accomplishment.  Together all of these elements create an implementation plan. 

Principles & Values Influence Implementation   

     It is important to note here that the principles and values agreed to in Step 4B are meant to 

inform not just the agreed upon solutions, but also the agreed upon implementation steps.  It is 

not uncommon for a group to reach an excellent set of solutions only to undercut the spirit of the 

agreed upon principles and values by the nature of the implementation steps agreed upon. 

     The agreement on spiritual principles and values in Step 4B is meant to prevent such an 

occurrence and to inspire the search for the most effective implementation steps.  For example, if 
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a leadership group or management team has agreed on a principle of “valuing our human 

resources”, that principle is intended to prevent the group from agreeing on an implementation 

step that undercuts the dignity of the members of the organization. 

The Nature of the Issue & Solutions Determines the Step 6A & 6B Procedure 

     The exact procedure for Steps 6A and 6B depends on the nature and complexity of the issue 

being addressed, and the spiritual principles/values and solutions agreed on.  For relatively 

straightforward or homogeneous issues, principles and solution elements, Step 6A may be 

virtually eliminated and the group will speedily and spontaneously move to Step 6B.  In other 

words, following Step 5B the group will simply keep critical judgment engaged and agree on 

who will do what, by when and in what manner.  One sign that this may be the appropriate path 

is that the group sees that the agreed upon solution elements are already in a manageable and 

executable form at the end of Step 5B. 

     On the other hand, for relatively complex or heterogeneous issues, spiritual principles and 

solution elements, Step 6A may need to be followed rigorously.  The group suspends critical 

judgment and generates as many implementation step ideas as it can.  When its search is 

exhausted, it moves to Step 6B and applies critical judgment until whole-hearted agreement is 

reached in the manner described above for other B-lettered steps.  The implementation steps 

surviving the application of critical judgment represent the elements of the group’s 

implementation plan.  The group will then organize and sequence the implementation steps, 

establish deadlines, and assign responsibilities for their accomplishment. 

The Completion of the Compassionate Consultation Decision-Making Structure 
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     The group’s task of building the Compassionate Consultation decision-making structure is 

now complete.  In moving through Steps 1-6B it has successively created a site plan, laid a 

cornerstone, built a foundation, raised a superstructure, installed the walls and furnishings, and 

then added the doors, windows, and hallways to the decision-making structure.  Most 

importantly, by building this decision-making structure while honoring the 12 Behavioral 

Standards and 7 Prime Requisites, the group has achieved dramatically enhanced understanding 

on the issue under discussion and helped align material reality with spiritual reality. 

Speed, Scale & Scope Issues Using the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model 

     We have seen groups use the 6-Step I/A Model to decide on or solve relatively simple or 

single-faceted issues or problems in 15 minutes.  On the other hand, we have seen groups use 

this model to decide on or solve highly complex, controversial and multi-faceted issues or 

problems which required a long series of three-hour meetings and in which each of the fact-

finding sections (Steps 3A and 3B) required several meetings with further research required 

between the meetings.  In both cases, and in a multitude of scenarios in between, the model has 

proven to be robust in helping groups to reach enlightened outcomes which reflect the richness 

of the members’ diversity, the integrity of the group’s spiritual principles and values, and the 

deepened understanding and unity of purpose arising from Compassionate Consultation. 
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APPENDIX II 

An In-Depth Description of the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model—Sticky Wall Version 

     An in-depth description of the nature and purpose of each step will prove helpful in 

understanding and applying the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model—Sticky Wall Version. 

An Augmented Sequence of Steps Is Used With the Sticky Wall 

     There are clear similarities, but also some differences, in the way the 6-Step I/A Consultation 

Model works when using a sticky wall as opposed to a flipchart as the group memory system.  

The differences are partly due to the unique nature of the sticky wall as a group memory system, 

and partly due to the fact that the steps need to serve larger sized groups (typically up to 50 

people) than could be served by a flipchart. 

     When using a flipchart, the whole group participates fully in both the A (Identifying—while 

suspending critical judgment) and B (Agreeing—while using critical judgment) phases of each 

step.  When using the sticky wall, while Steps 1 and 6 are usually handled in the same way as 

they would be with the flipchart, there are two cycles of identifying  

and agreeing in each of Steps 2 through 5 and both individual and small group activity   

are incorporated.  As shown in Figure AII. 1, while Step 1 has a single phase and Step 6 

has an A & B phase, Steps 2-5 have an A, B, C, & D phase.  While this looks complex  

and somewhat overwhelming when looking at the model itself, in actual practice, the steps and 

their phases work very gracefully and effectively together to enhance the Compassionate 

Consultation process. 
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     As an example, Step 3, identifying and agreeing on the facts is broken into four phases  

as follows: Step 3A, Identifying the facts—individual member; Step 3B, Agreeing on the facts—

small groups; Step 3C, Identifying the facts—whole group; and Step 3D, 

Figure AII.1 

The 6-Step Identify/Agree (I/A) Consultation Model—Sticky Wall Version:  
 1.   Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 
 
 2A. Identifying the Issue—individual member 
 
 2B.   Agreeing on the Issue—small groups 
 
 2C. Identifying the Issue—whole group 
 
            2D. Agreeing on the Issue—whole group 
 

 3A.   Identifying the Facts—individual member 

 3B. Agreeing on the Facts—small groups 
 
 3C. Identifying the Facts—whole group 
 
 3D.   Agreeing on the Facts—whole group 
 
 4A.   Identifying the Spiritual Principles Involved-individual member 
 
 4B. Agreeing on the Spiritual Principles Involved—small groups 
 
 4C. Identifying the Spiritual Principles Involved—whole group 
 
 4D.   Agreeing on the Spiritual Principles Involved—whole group 

 
 5A.  Identifying Solutions—individual member 
 
 5B. Agreeing on Solutions—small groups 

 5C. Identifying Solutions—whole group 
 
 5D.   Agreeing on Solutions—whole group 
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 6A.   Identifying Implementation Steps—small groups 
 
 6B.   Agreeing on Implementation Steps—whole group    
 ___________________________________________________ 

KEY 
 
 =  Suspend critical judgment (A & C steps) 
 
 =  Apply critical judgment (B & D steps)  
_________________________________________________    

Agreeing on the facts—whole group.  The sequence of activities begins in Step 3A with each 

member working alone and brainstorming the facts related to the issue.  Then in Step 3B, the 

members are organized into pairs, trios or other numbered sub-groups and each person shares 

their generated ideas with the others in the sub-group and the sub-group reaches agreement on 

the most important ideas from the subgroup.  These ideas are written with markers on sheets of 

paper and handed to the facilitator.  In Step 3C, the facilitator puts each sheet of paper carrying 

an idea up on the sticky wall for the whole group to see and the whole group entertains and 

makes sure it understands the diversity of ideas from the sub-groups.  Finally, in Step 3D, the 

group organizes all of the ideas (and sheets of paper) into affinity columns based on similarity, 

and then reaches agreement on the master fact (or facts) that each column contains. 

     This four-phase movement from the individual, to the small group, to the whole group 

and the accompanying winnowing, distillation and agreement on ideas is characteristic of each of 

Steps 2-5 in the sticky wall version of the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model.   

     As we walk through the steps of the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A Model, when a step 

would be handled identically for the sticky wall version and the flipchart version, we will refer 
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the reader to the description in the flipchart version in Appendix I.  For the sake of clarity, we 

will assume that the group going through the steps is composed of 12 members.   

     In the description below, we refer often to the role of a facilitator.  A single person can fill this 

role or the role can be a composite of several group members’ efforts.  The assumption in going 

through the following steps is that the group members have first committed to honoring the 12 

Behavioral Standards and 7 Prime Requisites. 

Step 1: Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 

     There is no difference in the handling of Step 1 from the brief description given for Step 1 in 

the 6-Step Consultation Model in Chapter 10 of the book; or the more detailed description given 

in Appendix I for the Flipchart Version of the 6-Step I/A Model (see page 3) of the PDF. 

Step 2A: Identifying the Issue—individual member (suspend critical judgment). 

     The handling of Step 2A in the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A Model is similar to its 

handling in the flipchart version of the model except that here, the members are asked to 

brainstorm alone.  In other words, discussion is postponed and each member  

takes about ten minutes to write down on scratch paper his or her ideas on the issue, problem or 

opportunity in answer to the question, “What are the elements of the issue (or  

problem, or opportunity) we want to address together? (Note: please try to phrase your 

ideas in the format of, ‘How to       (idea)      ?’).”   

Identifying the Elements of the Issue 

     A key word in the question above is the word, “elements.”  We want to have members write 

down each element of the issue separately rather than write down statements of the    
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issue that have compound elements.  For example, rather than a member writing down, “How to 

create a budget that will allow us to live within our means and still achieve our goals,” the 

member should write down three separate ideas as follows: “How to create a budget;” “How to 

live within our means;” and “How to achieve our goals.” 

     After about ten minutes of individual brainstorming, the group moves to the next step. 

Step 2B: Agreeing on the Issue—small groups (apply critical judgment) 

     Now the facilitator breaks the group of 12 members into 6 sub-groups of 2 people each.  The 

pairs now work separately to address the same question posed in Step 2A.  The members in each 

dyad share with each other the ideas they generated in Step 2A and then use critical judgment to 

agree as a pair on the most important 5 (or fewer) issue element ideas.  Members of the pair then 

write each of these 5 issue element ideas on one of the 8½-inch wide by 5½-inch high sheets of 

white paper provided using black felt tip markers.  The pair members attempt to phrase each 

issue element idea in 5-7 words (8-10 words maximum) and to write as large as the space on the 

white sheet will allow.  When each pair’s work is complete, it turns its 5 sheets of paper over to 

the facilitator.  Now the larger group is ready to move to the next step. 

Step 2C: Identifying the Issue—whole group (suspend critical judgment) 

     Up to this point in Step 2, the group members have been working alone or in sub-groups at 

tables, but now all the members are asked to gather in chairs in front of the sticky wall and work 

together as a whole group.  The facilitator asks the group members to suspend critical judgment 

and to hear and see each of the approximately 30 issue element ideas (5 sheets from each of 6 

pairs) as she/he places them on the sticky wall.  The intent in Step 2C is for the whole group to 
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simply see, hear and entertain all of the issue element ideas from the sub-groups, and to be able 

to ask clarifying questions if any of them are not clearly understandable. 

     The facilitator now reads aloud and randomly places each sheet of paper with an issue idea on 

it, one by one, on the sticky wall.  After reading each one aloud and placing it on the sticky wall 

where it can be seen and read by all the group members, the facilitator pauses momentarily to see 

if there are any clarifying questions about the meaning of the particular idea.  If a question is 

raised, the pair that created it clarifies the meaning, and the group moves on to the next idea.  If 

no question is raised, the facilitator assumes there is clarity and goes on to the next idea.  When 

all of the approximately 30 sheets are up on the sticky wall and understood, the whole group has 

identified and acknowledged all of the issue element ideas and is ready to go to the next step. 

Step 2D: Agreeing on the Issue—whole group (apply critical judgment) 

     There are two phases to Step 2D (as there are two phases to Steps 3D, 4D, and 5D) in the 

Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model, namely the agreement on issue idea 

affinity groups, and the agreement on the naming of each issue idea affinity group. 

Step 2D—Phase 1: Agreement on Issue Idea Affinity Groups 

     Prior to starting Step 2C, the facilitator has placed 6-7 provisional placeholder sheets in a row 

across the top center of the sticky wall.  The sheets are on the same sized paper as the sheets on 

which the members are writing ideas, but have provisional symbols on them written in a different 

colored marker than black.  The row of provisional symbol sheets looks something like the 

following:  

               O         +         X          *          @         # 
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     Now in Step 2D-Phase 1, the facilitator calls attention to these sheets and says, “Let us now 

apply critical judgment and begin organizing the issue element ideas that are similar to each 

other into affinity (or likeness) group columns under the provisional placeholder sheets.  What 

pairs and trios of sheets do you see that are similar in terms of the issue element being 

described?”  As the similar issue element sheets are identified and agreed on by the whole group, 

the facilitator places the respective sheets on the sticky wall in columns under the respective 

provisional placeholder sheets with each column representing an emerging cluster or affinity 

group of similar ideas.  It is important to emphasize here that, in Phase 1 of Step 2D, the group 

members are not agreeing on the merits or validity of each issue element idea, but only on which 

issue element ideas are similar in terms of the issue element being described.   

     In this way, the randomly placed issue idea sheets on the sticky wall become organized into 

affinity columns under the various provisional symbol placeholder sheets.  If an additional 

affinity group is needed, the facilitator simply adds another provisional symbol placeholder sheet 

at one or the other end of the sheets in the top horizontal row and continues the process.   

Dealing With Dissonance, Duplicating Ideas, & Late Coming Ideas 

     Whenever there is dissonance in the group about whether an idea fits into an affinity column, 

the disputed idea is simply returned to the pool of randomly arrayed sheets and attention is 

turned to other sheets.  On occasion, the group may decide that a specific sheet idea needs to 

appear in more than one affinity group, and a duplicate sheet is created and placed in position 

accordingly.  On other occasions, a member may introduce an issue idea late that was not forged  

Figure AII.2 
    
                       O         +         X          *         @         #  
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by the pairs’ process in Step 2B, and this issue idea too may be added to the random pool of 

sheets and dealt with like the other sheets.  This process continues until all of the approximately  

30 sheets have been organized into affinity group columns under one or another of the 

provisional placeholder symbols. 

     At this point, the sheet arrangement on the sticky wall (without trying to show the specific 

issue ideas underneath the provisional placeholder sheets, the exact total number of sheets, or 

predict the number of columns) could look something like the diagram in Figure AII.2.  Phase 1, 

agreeing on the issue idea affinity groups, of Step 2D (agreeing on the issue—whole group), is 

now complete.   

Reviewing Step 2 Thus Far 

     Let us review what has happened so far in Step 2.  After the suspension of critical 

judgment and the individual brainstorming of issue element ideas in Step 2A, each pair  

applied critical judgment to those ideas in Step 2B and arrived at the most important 5 

ideas.  Then in Step 2C, the whole group suspended critical judgment again and heard, saw and 

entertained on the sticky wall all of the distilled ideas coming from the pairs.  Now, in the first 
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phase of Step 2D, the whole group has applied critical judgment and organized all of the issue 

element ideas into affinity groups in columns under provisional placeholder symbol sheets.  As 

mentioned above, it is important to note here that the whole group has not agreed on or rejected 

any of the issue element ideas at this point.  It has simply agreed on which ideas have similarity 

or affinity and placed them into groups or clusters accordingly.  Now the group is ready to 

proceed to Phase 2 of Step 2D. 

Step 2D—Phase 2: Agreement on the Naming of Affinity Groups 

     Now the facilitator reminds the group that it is still trying to answer the question, “What are 

the elements of the issue (or problem, or opportunity) we want to address together?”  He/she also 

reminds the group that ideas should be phrased in the format of, “How to       (idea)      ?“.  Then, 

the facilitator stands next to the first column of ideas on the sticky wall, removes the top 

provisional placeholder card, and says to the group, “Now, applying critical judgment, what is 

the master issue element idea that this first column of ideas is really about?”  If the group needs 

further prompting, the facilitator says, “What is this first column of ideas really getting at in 

terms of the ultimate issue element idea?”   

     At this point, members of the group start verbalizing phrases—such as, “How to create a 

budget”—in response to the questions in an attempt to reach a Compassionate Consultation 

agreement on the issue element idea that will represent the essence of the first affinity group.  In 

this process, the group is trying to reach agreement on the relative validity, merits and relevance 

of the issue element ideas in the first affinity column.  Sometimes the phrasing of the issue 

element idea on one of the sheets already in the affinity group is selected and agreed upon by the 

group as the master issue element to be written in a different marker color on a new sheet at the 
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top of the column.  More often, the group members will need to craft a phrase that represents a 

hybrid of several of the issue element ideas in the column.  During this process, not every issue 

element idea in the column needs to receive equal emphasis.  While honoring the 12 Behavioral 

Standards and 7 Prime Requisites, the group determines as it goes which ideas will impact the 

wording of the master issue element at the top of the first affinity column. 

     The facilitator helps the group reach Compassionate Consultation agreement on the master 

issue element for each of the affinity columns by repeating aloud the various phrases articulated 

by group members and watching the group for signs of agreement on the phrase.  When all of the 

members unify behind one of the phrases, Compassionate Consultation agreement has been 

reached and the facilitator, or a designated member of the group, writes the agreed upon phrase 

in a different colored marker (e.g. in red or green as opposed to black) onto a new sheet and posts 

that sheet at the top of the first column in place of the provisional placeholder symbol. 

     Then the group turns its attention to the second affinity column and reaches Compassionate 

Consultation agreement on the master issue for that column as well.  This process continues until 

all of the provisional placeholder symbols at the top of each column have been replaced with the 

agreed upon master issues.  At the end of this process, the sheet arrangement on the top 

horizontal row of the sticky wall could look something like the diagram in Figure AII.3. 

Figure AII.3 

A sample Compassionate Consultation agreement on the master issues. 

How to 
create a 
budget

How to live 
within our 
means

How to 
achieve our 
goals

How to agree 
on priorities

How to 
resolve $ 
disputes

How to stay 
on course
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Crafting the Issue Statement 

     Now, using a flipchart or an open space on the sticky wall, the facilitator leads the group 

members through the process of articulating a prose issue statement that incorporates the 

agreement on the master issues.  In response to the example above, the prose issue statement 

could be as follows: 

Issue Statement: 

How to create a budget that will allow us to live within our means and achieve our goals, 

and a procedure that will assist us in agreeing on priorities, resolving financial disputes, 

and reinforcing our ability to stay on course. 

In arriving at the Compassionate Consultation agreement on the Issue Statement, the group 

members do not need to worry about syntax, spelling and grace of style.  The only thing needed 

is an agreed upon statement that adequately articulates the issue, problem or opportunity as the 

group sees it.   

     With the emergence of the Issue Statement, Step 2 is complete.  Now the Issue Statement sets 

the parameters and creates the focus for Steps 3 through 6 in the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-

Step I/A Consultation Model.  Once agreed upon, the issue statement is posted to the side of the 

sticky wall to remind the group of the issue being addressed.  If desired, the final sheet 

arrangement on the sticky wall can be taped together and removed from the sticky wall as a 

record of Step 2, or the sheets can be taken off the sticky wall one-by-one, but in order, as a 

dismantled record of Step 2, which can be word processed later if desired.  At any rate, the sticky 

wall needs to be cleared for Step 3. 

Step 3A: Identifying the Facts—individual member (suspend critical judgment) 
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     As in Step 2A, Step 3A starts with the members brainstorming alone.  Discussion is postponed 

and the facilitator asks each member to suspend critical judgment and take about ten minutes to 

write down on scratch paper her or his ideas on the facts that are relevant to the issue agreed 

upon in Step 2D.  This is done in response to the question, “What are the facts that are relevant 

to the issue (or problem, or opportunity) we have agreed to address?” 

Identifying Relevant Facts 

     As discussed earlier, in this step of the procedure, we define the word “facts” very loosely.  

We are looking generally for input about the situation or terrain surrounding the issue, problem, 

or opportunity.  We accept opinions, perceptions, feelings, hunches, suspicions, as well as 

scientifically verifiable data. 

     We want to have members write down each fact separately rather than write down statements 

of the facts that have compound elements.  For example, rather than a member writing down, 

“We are constantly fighting cash flow problems, disagreeing over spending priorities, and 

incurring overdraft charges in our checking account,” the member should write down three 

separate facts as follows: “We are constantly fighting cash flow problems;” “We regularly 

disagree over spending priorities;” and “We incur too many overdraft charges in our checking 

account.” 

     After about ten minutes of individual brainstorming, the group moves to the next step. 

Step 3B: Agreeing on the Facts—small groups (apply critical judgment) 

     Now the facilitator breaks the group of 12 members into 6 sub-groups of 2 people each.  The 

pairs now work separately to address the same question posed in Step 3A.  The members in each 

pair share with each other the facts they generated separately in Step 2A and then use critical 
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judgment to agree as a pair on the most important 8 (or more) facts.  Members of the pair then 

write each of these 8 fact ideas on a separate one of the 8½-inch wide by 5½-inch high sheets of 

white paper provided using black felt tip markers.  The pair members attempt to phrase each fact 

in 5-7 words (8-10 words maximum) and to write as large as the space on the white sheet will 

allow.  When each pair’s work is complete, it turns its 8 sheets of paper over to the facilitator.  

Now the larger group is ready to move to the next step. 

Step 3C: Identifying the Facts—whole group (suspend critical judgment) 

     Up to this point in Step 3, the group members have been working alone or in sub-groups at 

tables, but now all the members are asked to gather in chairs in front of the sticky wall and work 

together as a whole group.  The facilitator asks the group members to suspend critical judgment 

and to hear and see each of the approximately 48 fact ideas as she/he places them on the sticky 

wall.  The intent in Step 3C is for the whole group to simply see, hear and entertain all of the fact 

ideas from the sub-groups, and to be able to ask clarifying questions if any of them are not 

clearly understandable. 

     The facilitator now reads aloud and randomly places each sheet of paper with a fact idea on it, 

one by one, on the sticky wall.  After reading each one aloud and placing it on the sticky wall 

where it can be seen and read by all the group members, the facilitator pauses momentarily to see 

if there are any clarifying questions about the meaning of the particular fact idea.  If a question is 

raised, the pair that created it clarifies the meaning, and the group moves on to the next idea.  If 

no question is raised, the facilitator assumes there is clarity and goes on to the next fact idea.  

When all of the approximately 48 sheets are up on the sticky wall and understood, the whole 

group has identified and acknowledged all of the fact ideas and is ready to go to the next step. 
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Step 3D:  Agreeing on the Facts—whole group (apply critical judgment) 

     As in Step 2D, there are two phases to Step 3D in the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A 

Consultation Model, namely the agreement on fact idea affinity groups, and the agreement on the 

naming of each fact idea affinity group. 

Step 3D—Phase 1: Agreement on the Fact Idea Affinity Groups 

     Prior to starting Step 3C, the facilitator has placed 6-9 provisional placeholder sheets in a row 

across the top center of the sticky wall.  The sheets are on the same sized paper as the sheets on 

which the members are writing ideas, but have provisional symbols on them written in a different 

colored marker than black.  The row of provisional symbol sheets looks something like the 

following: 

   

             O         +         X          *         @         # 

     Now, in Step 3D—Phase 1, the facilitator calls attention to these sheets and says, “Let us now 

apply critical judgment and begin organizing the fact ideas that are similar into affinity (or 

likeness) group columns under the provisional placeholder sheets.  What pairs and trios of sheets 

do you see that are similar in terms of the fact or reality that is attempting to be described?”  In 

responding to this question, if two fact sheets were present on the sticky wall and one said, “We 

discuss financial issues too often,” while the other said, “We don’t discuss financial issues often 

enough,” the two sheets would be placed in the same affinity column because they are both 

attempting to describe the same fact or reality (even though they represent different perceptions 

of the same reality).   
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     As the similar fact sheets are identified and agreed on by the whole group, the facilitator 

places the respective sheets on the sticky wall in columns under the respective provisional 

placeholder sheets with each column representing an emerging cluster or affinity group of similar 

fact ideas.  It is important to emphasize here that, in Phase 1 of Step 3D, the group members are 

not agreeing on the merits or validity of each fact idea, but only on which fact ideas are similar 

in terms of the reality being described.   

     In this way, the randomly placed fact sheets on the sticky wall gradually become organized 

into affinity columns under the various provisional symbol placeholder sheets.  If an additional 

affinity group is needed (and there undoubtedly will be in Phase 3D since there will be many and 

varied facts identified in relation to most issues), the facilitator simply adds another provisional 

symbol placeholder sheet at one or the other end of the sheets in the top horizontal row and 

continues the process.   

Making Judgments on the Scope of Affinity Groups 

     As the group works its way through the organization of the randomly placed sheets into 

affinity groups of sheets, the group makes subtle and sophisticated judgments about the scope of 

each affinity group of ideas.  Sometimes the group decides to admit a sheeted idea into an 

affinity group that widens the affinity group’s scope, and at other times the group keeps the scope 

of an affinity group intentionally narrow.  These judgments are made based on the group’s sense 

of whether the ultimate agreed upon  

master idea that will emerge at the top of the affinity column in question needs to be singular and 

tightly focused for emphasis or may be better articulated as a compound or more complexly 

stated idea. 
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Dealing With Dissonance, Duplicating Ideas, & Late Coming Ideas 

     Whenever there is dissonance in the group about whether a fact idea fits into an affinity 

column, the disputed idea is simply returned to the pool of randomly arrayed sheets and attention 

is turned to other sheets.  On occasion, the group may decide that a specific sheeted idea needs to 

appear in more than one affinity group, and a duplicate sheet is created and placed in position 

accordingly.  On other occasions, a member may introduce a fact idea late that was not forged by 

the pairs’ process in Step 3B, and this fact idea too may be added to the random pool of sheets 

and dealt with like the other sheets.   

This process continues until all of the approximately 48 sheets have been organized into affinity 

group columns under one of the provisional placeholder symbols.  Sometimes an affinity group 

may be composed of a solitary, stand-alone card.   

     At this point, the sheet arrangement on the sticky wall (without trying to show the specific 

fact ideas underneath the provisional placeholder sheets, the exact total number of sheets or 

predict the number of columns) could look something like the diagram in Figure AII.4.  Phase 1, 

agreeing on the fact idea affinity groups, of Step 3D (agreeing on the facts—whole group), is 

now complete. 

Figure AII.4  

                       O         +         X          *         @         #  
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Step 3D—Phase 2: Agreement on the Naming of Affinity Groups 

     Now the facilitator reminds the group that it is still trying to answer the question, “What are 

the facts that are relevant to the issue, problem, or opportunity we have agreed to address?”  

Next the facilitator stands next to the first column of fact ideas on the sticky 

wall, removes the top provisional placeholder card, and says to the group, “Now, applying 

critical judgment, what is the fact or facts that this first column of ideas is really about?”  If the 

group needs further prompting, the facilitator says, “What is this first column of ideas really 

getting at in terms of one or more facts?”   

     At this point, members of the group start verbalizing phrases in response to the questions in an 

attempt to reach a Compassionate Consultation agreement on the fact or facts that will represent 

the essence of the first fact idea affinity group.  In this process, the group is trying to reach 

agreement on the relative validity, merits and relevance of the fact ideas in the first affinity 

column.   

     Sometimes diametrically opposed fact ideas will be in the same affinity column because they 

represent different perspectives on the same subject.  In such cases, the group will need to 

determine where it can agree on the continuum of alternative “realities” that runs from the one 

fact to the other.  For example, if the group were trying to reach agreement on the master fact 

that would unify the two fact idea sheets previously mentioned in which one reads, “We discuss 

financial issues too often,” while the other reads, “We don’t discuss financial issues often 
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enough,” the master fact sheet at the top of the column might end up reading, “Some feel we 

discuss financial issues too often, and some not enough.” 

     Sometimes the phrasing of the fact idea on one of the sheets already in the affinity group is 

selected and agreed upon by the group as the agreed upon fact to be written in a different marker 

color at the top of the column.  More often, the group members will need to craft a phrase that 

represents a hybrid of several of the fact ideas in the column.  During this process, not every fact 

idea in the column needs to receive equal emphasis.  Some fact ideas are deemed more relevant 

or more important than others. The group determines as it goes which ideas will impact the 

wording of the master fact(s) at the top of the affinity column. 

     The facilitator helps the group reach a Compassionate Consultation agreement on the master 

fact(s) for each of the affinity columns by repeating aloud the various phrases articulated by 

group members and watching the group for signs of agreement on the phrase.  When all of the 

members unify behind one of the phrases, Compassionate Consultation agreement has been 

reached and the facilitator, or a designated member of the group, writes the agreed upon phrase 

in a different colored marker (e.g. in red or green as opposed to black) onto a new sheet and posts 

that sheet at the top of the first column in place of the provisional placeholder symbol.  Then the 

group turns its attention to the second affinity column and reaches agreement on the master 

fact(s) for that column as well.   

Multiple Facts from One Affinity Column 

     In some columns, more than one agreed upon fact is generated.  In such a case, each agreed 

upon fact is written on a separate sheet in the marker color other than black, and the sheets are 

stacked at the top of the appropriate column.  The other sheets in the affinity column may need to 
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be shifted downward on the sticky wall in order to make space for the additional master fact 

sheets. 

     This process continues until all of the provisional placeholder symbols at the top of each 

column have been replaced with agreed upon facts.  At the end of this process, while  

Figure AII.5 

A sample Compassionate Consultation agreement on the facts. 

there would typically be more than six affinity groups, the sheet arrangement on the top 

horizontal row of the sticky wall (with multiple agreed upon facts shown in columns 2, 3, 5, and 

6) could look something like the diagram in Figure AII.5. 

Agreeing On the Facts Creates the Common Database & Foundation 

     Step 3D—Phase 2: Agreement on the Naming of Affinity Groups is now complete.  In 

addition, Step 3 as a whole is complete in that we have reached a Compassionate Consultation 

agreement on the relevant facts in relation to the issue we have agreed to address.  These facts 

then become the common database and foundation for the members as they navigate through 

Steps 4 through 6 in the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model.   

Some feel 
we discuss 
financial 
issues too 
often and 
some not 
enough

A third of 
our energy 
goes to cash 
flow battles  
Our normal 
outlook is 
now distress

Our goals 
feel out of 
reach 
We have a 
sense of  
overwhelm

We find 
ourselves 
working on 
things that 
will generate 
cash, not on 
our goals

Financial 
disputes are 
fraying our 
relationships 
We feel  
disunified

We don’t feel 
hopeful 
We feel off 
course 
We dread $ 
discussions
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Preparing To Move To Step 4 

     Once agreed upon, the Compassionate Consultation agreement on the facts represented in the 

top horizontal row (or top few rows if multiple master facts exist in some columns) on the sticky 

wall is taped together and posted to the side of the sticky wall to remind the group of the agreed 

upon facts.  If desired, the total final sheet arrangement on the sticky wall can be taped together 

in its entirety, peeled off of the sticky wall, and moved to a sidewall as a complete record of Step 

3.  Alternatively, the sheets can be taken off the sticky wall one-by-one, but in order, as a 

dismantled record of Step 3, which can be word processed later if desired.  At any rate, the sticky 

wall needs to be cleared in preparation for Step 4. 

Distinguishing Compassionate Consultation Agreed Upon Facts from Other Facts 

     Whenever the complete record of the Step 3 process is kept in front of the group for reference, 

the members need to remember that the only Compassionate Consultation agreed upon facts are 

the master facts at the top of each column that are written in a color other than black.  These are 

the facts that need to influence the members as they proceed through Steps 4-6 of the model.  

The members need to let go of the supporting facts written in black in each column below the 

master facts because these facts were not agreed upon by the whole group (except in terms of 

which affinity groups they belonged to) and should not influence the members at they go through 

the remaining steps of the model.   

     The group is now ready to move to Step 4, Identifying and Agreeing on the Spiritual 

Principles/Values Involved. 

Step 4A: Identifying the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved—individual member (suspend 

critical judgment) 
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     As in Step 2A and Step 3A, Step 4A starts with the members brainstorming alone.  Discussion 

is postponed and the facilitator asks each member to suspend critical judgment and take about 

ten minutes to write down on scratch paper her or his ideas on the spiritual principles and human 

values he or she wants to honor that are relevant to the issue agreed upon in Step 2D and the 

facts agreed upon in Step 3D.  This is done in response to the question, “What are the spiritual 

principles and human values we want to honor that are relevant to the issue we have agreed to 

address and the facts we have agreed upon?” 

Identifying Relevant Spiritual Principles & Human Values 

     All the components of Step 4 are critically important to making Compassionate Consultation 

decisions that align with spiritual reality.  It is only when we see the spiritual principles and 

human values running through the issue and the facts we have agreed upon that we are guided to 

attune ourselves to spiritual reality.  The reader is referred to the definitions and examples of 

spiritual principles and human values given in the Step 4 description for the 6-Step Consultation 

Model (see Chapter 10); and the Step 4A and Step 4B descriptions for the 6-Step Identify/Agree 

(I/A) Consultation Model (see pages 10-15) in Appendix I. 

     During the individual brainstorming in Step 4A, we want to have members write down each 

spiritual principle and value separately rather than in compound fashion.  For example, rather 

than a member writing down, “We value unity and harmony in our relationships and should not 

spend beyond our means,” the member should write down two separate spiritual principles/

values as follows: “We value unity and harmony in our relationships;” and “We should not spend 

beyond our means.” 

     After about ten minutes of individual brainstorming, the group moves to the next step. 
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Step 4B: Agreeing on the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved —small groups (apply critical 

judgment) 

     Now the facilitator again breaks the group of 12 members into 6 sub-groups of 2 people each.  

The pairs now work separately to address the same question posed in Step 4A.  The members in 

each pair share with each other the spiritual principles and values they generated in Step 4A and 

then use critical judgment to agree as a pair on the most important 6 (or more) spiritual principles 

and values.  Members of the pair then write each of these 6 spiritual principles or values on a 

separate one of the 8½-inch wide by 5½-inch high sheets of white paper provided using black 

felt tip markers.  The pairs attempt to phrase each spiritual principle or value in 5-7 words (8-10 

words maximum) and to write as large as the space on the white sheet will allow.  When each 

pair’s work is complete, it turns its 6 sheets of paper over to the facilitator.  Now the larger group 

is ready to move to the next step. 

Step 4C: Identifying the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved—whole group (suspend 

critical judgment) 

     Up to this point in Step 4, the group members have been working alone or in sub-groups at 

tables, but now all the members are asked to gather in chairs in front of the sticky wall and work 

together as a whole group.  The facilitator asks the group members to suspend critical judgment 

and to hear and see each of the approximately 36 spiritual principle and value ideas as she/he 

places them on the sticky wall.  The intent in Step 4C is for the whole group to simply see, hear 

and entertain all of the spiritual principle and value ideas from the sub-groups, and to be able to 

ask clarifying questions if any of them are not clearly understandable. 
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     The facilitator now reads aloud and randomly places each sheet of paper with a spiritual 

principle or value idea on it, one by one, on the sticky wall.  After reading each one aloud and 

placing it on the sticky wall where it can be seen and read by all the group members, the 

facilitator pauses momentarily to see if there are any clarifying questions about the meaning of 

the particular idea.  If a question is raised, the pair that created it clarifies the meaning, and the 

group moves on to the next idea.  If no question is raised, the facilitator assumes there is clarity 

and goes on to the next spiritual principle or value idea.  When all of the approximately 36 sheets 

are up on the sticky wall and understood, the whole group has identified and acknowledged all of 

the spiritual principle and value ideas and is ready to go to the next step. 

Step 4D: Agreeing on the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved —whole group (apply critical 

judgment) 

     As in Step 2D and Step 3D, there are two phases to Step 4D in the Sticky Wall Version of the 

6-Step I/A Consultation Model, namely the agreement on spiritual principle and value affinity 

groups, and the agreement on the naming of each spiritual principle and value affinity group. 

Step 4D—Phase 1: Agreement on Spiritual Principle & Value Affinity Groups 

     Prior to starting Step 4C, the facilitator has again placed 5-7 provisional placeholder sheets in 

a row across the top center of the sticky wall.  The sheets are on the same sized paper as the 

sheets on which the members are writing ideas, but have provisional symbols on them written in 

a different colored marker than black.  The row of provisional symbol sheets looks something 

like the following: 

   

             O         +         X          *         @         # 
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     Now, in Step 4D—Phase 1, the facilitator calls attention to these sheets and says, “Let us now 

apply critical judgment and begin organizing the spiritual principle and value ideas that are 

similar into affinity (or likeness) group columns under the provisional placeholder sheets.  What 

pairs and trios of sheets do you see that are similar in terms of the spiritual principle or value 

that is attempting to be described?” 

     As the similar spiritual principle and value sheets are identified and agreed on by the whole 

group, the facilitator places the respective sheets on the sticky wall in columns under the 

respective provisional placeholder sheets with each column representing an emerging cluster or 

affinity group of similar spiritual principles and values.  It is important to emphasize here that, in 

Phase 1 of Step 4D, the group members are not agreeing on the merits or validity of each 

spiritual principle or value, but only on which of them are similar in terms of the spiritual 

principle or value being described in a particular affinity group.   

     In this way, the randomly placed spiritual principle and value sheets on the sticky wall 

gradually become organized into affinity columns under the various provisional symbol 

placeholder sheets.  If an additional affinity group is needed, the facilitator simply adds another 

provisional symbol placeholder sheet at one or the other end of the sheets in the top horizontal 

row and continues the process.   

Making Judgments on the Scope of Affinity Groups 

     As the group works its way through the organization of the randomly placed sheets into 

affinity columns of sheets, the group makes subtle and sophisticated judgments about the scope 

of each affinity group of ideas.  Sometimes the group decides to admit a sheeted idea into an 

affinity group that widens the affinity group’s scope, and at other times the group keeps the scope 
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of an affinity group intentionally narrow.  These judgments are made based on the group’s sense 

of whether the ultimate agreed upon master idea that will emerge at the top of the affinity column 

in question needs to be singular and tightly focused for emphasis or may be better articulated as a 

compound or more complexly stated idea. 

Dealing With Dissonance, Duplicating Ideas, & Late Coming Ideas 

     Whenever there is dissonance in the group about whether an idea fits into an affinity column, 

the disputed idea is simply returned to the pool of randomly arrayed sheets and attention is 

turned to other sheets.  On occasion, the group may decide that a specific sheet idea needs to 

appear in more than one affinity group, and a duplicate sheet is created and placed in position 

accordingly.  On other occasions, a member may introduce a spiritual principle or value idea late 

that was not forged by the pairs process in Step 4B, and this spiritual principle or value idea too 

may be added to the random pool of sheets  

and dealt with like the other sheets.  This process continues until all of the approximately 36 

sheets have been organized into affinity group columns under one of the provisional placeholder 

symbols.   

     At this point, the sheet arrangement on the sticky wall (without trying to show the  

specific spiritual principle and value ideas underneath the provisional placeholder sheets,  

the exact total number of sheets or predict the number of columns) could look something 

like the diagram in Figure AII.6.  Phase 1, agreeing on the spiritual principle and value affinity 

groups, of Step 4D (agreeing on the facts—whole group), is now complete. 

Step 4D—Phase 2: Agreement on the Naming of Affinity Groups 
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     Now the facilitator reminds the group that it is still trying to answer the question, “What are 

the spiritual principles and human values we want to honor that are relevant to the issue we have 

agreed to address and the facts we have agreed upon?”  Next the facilitator stands next to the first 

Figure AII.6 

    

                       O         +         X          *         @         #  

 

 

 

 

column of spiritual principles and values on the sticky wall, removes the top provisional 

placeholder card, and says to the group, “Now, applying critical judgment, what is the spiritual 

principle or value that this first column of 

ideas is really about?”  If the group needs further prompting, the facilitator says, “What is this 

first column of ideas really getting at in terms of spiritual principles and values?”   

     At this point, members of the group start verbalizing phrases in response to the questions in an 

attempt to reach a Compassionate Consultation agreement on the spiritual principle or value that 

will represent the essence of the first affinity group.  In this process, the group is trying to reach 
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agreement on the relative validity, merits and relevance of the spiritual principle and value ideas 

in the first affinity column.   

     Sometimes the phrasing of the spiritual principle or value idea on one of the sheets already in 

the affinity group is selected and agreed upon by the group as the agreed upon spiritual principle 

or value to be written in a different marker color at the top of the column.  More often, the group 

members will need to craft a phrase that represents a hybrid of several of the spiritual principles 

and values in the column.  During this process, not every spiritual principle and value idea in the 

column needs to receive equal emphasis.  Using the Compassionate Consultation process, the 

group determines as it goes which ideas will impact the wording of the master spiritual principle 

or value at the top of the affinity column. 

     The facilitator helps the group reach agreement on the master spiritual principle or value for 

each of the affinity columns by repeating aloud the various phrases articulated by group 

members and watching the group for signs of agreement on the phrase.  When all of the members 

unify behind one of the phrases, Compassionate Consultation agreement has been reached and 

the facilitator, or a designated member of the group, writes the agreed upon phrase in a different 

colored marker (e.g. in red or green as opposed to black) onto a new sheet and posts that sheet at 

the top of the first column in place of the provisional placeholder symbol. 

     Then the group turns its attention to the second affinity column and reaches agreement on the 

master spiritual principle or value for that column as well.  This process continues until all of the 

provisional placeholder symbols at the top of each column have been replaced with the agreed 

upon master spiritual principles and values.  At the end of this process, while there could be  

Figure AII.7 
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A sample Compassionate Consultation agreement on spiritual principles and values. 

more than six affinity groups, the sheet arrangement on the top horizontal row of the sticky wall 

could look something like the diagram in Figure AII.7. 

Agreeing On the Spiritual Principles & Values Sheds Light on the Solution Path 

     Step 4D—Phase 2: Agreement on the Naming of Affinity Groups is now complete.  In 

addition, Step 4 as a whole is complete in that we have reached a Compassionate Consultation 

agreement on the spiritual principles and values relevant to our agreed upon issue and facts.  

These spiritual principles and values shed light on the pathway to solutions that the group will 

navigate in Step 5 of the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model.   

Preparing To Move To Step 5 

     Once agreed upon, the Compassionate Consultation agreement on the spiritual principles and 

values represented in the top horizontal row on the sticky wall is taped together and posted to the 

side of the sticky wall to remind the group of the spiritual principles and values the members 

want to honor in their search for and implementation of solutions.  If desired, the final sheet 

arrangement on the sticky wall can be taped together in its entirety, peeled off of the sticky wall, 

and moved to a sidewall as a complete record of Step 4.  Alternatively, the sheets can be taken 

off the sticky wall in order, one-by-one, as a dismantled record of Step 4 for later word 

processing.  At any rate, the sticky wall needs to be cleared in preparation for Step 5. 

We value 
unity and 
harmony in 
our 
relationships

We should 
live within 
our means

We see work 
performed in 
the spirit of 
service as 
worship

We should 
come from 
love rather 
than fear in 
our work

We value 
achievement 
of goals as a 
powerful 
motivator

We value 
unity of 
purpose in 
the 
organization
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Distinguishing Consultation Agreed Upon Spiritual Principles from Others 

     Whenever the complete record of the Step 4 process is kept in front of the group for reference, 

the members need to remember that the only Compassionate Consultation agreed upon spiritual 

principles and values are the master spiritual principles and values at the top of each column that 

are written in a color other than black.  These are the spiritual principles and values that need to 

influence the members as they proceed through Steps 5 and 6 of the model.  The members need 

to let go of the supporting spiritual principles and values written in black in each column below 

the master spiritual principles and values because these spiritual principles and values were not 

agreed upon by the whole group (except in terms of which affinity groups they belonged to) and 

should not influence the members as they go through the remaining steps of the model.   

     The group is now ready to move to Step 5, Identifying and Agreeing on Solutions. 

Step 5A: Identifying Solutions—individual member (suspend critical judgment) 

     As in Steps 2A, 3A, and 4A, Step 5A begins with the members brainstorming alone.  

Discussion is postponed and the facilitator asks each member to suspend critical judgment and 

take about ten minutes to write down on scratch paper her or his ideas on solutions to the issue 

agreed upon in Step 2D.  These solutions need to be based on the facts agreed upon in Step 3D 

and in alignment with the spiritual principles and values agreed upon in Step 4D.  This is done in 

response to the question, “What are the solutions to the issue we have agreed to address that 

align with the facts and spiritual principles/values we have agreed upon?” 

Identifying Solution Elements 

     Solutions to most challenging issues, problems or opportunities are multi-faceted.  In other 

words, multiple solution elements usually need to be brought together to create a comprehensive 
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solution.  When we say, “That solution will only serve as a band-aid to the problem,” we are 

usually conveying that there need to be more elements to the solution if we are to achieve a 

really effective solution.  In Step 5A, the group members are brainstorming solutions elements.  

We want to have members write down each solution element separately rather than write down 

comprehensive solutions that have compound elements.  For example, rather than a member 

writing down, “Stop spending on things we want, but don’t really need, and determine what our 

basic monthly expenses are (excluding all discretionary expenses),” the member should write 

down two separate solutions as follows: “Stop spending on things we want, but don’t really 

need;” and “Determine what our basic monthly expenses are (excluding all discretionary 

expenses).” 

     After about ten minutes of individual brainstorming, the group moves to the next step. 

Step 5B: Agreeing on Solutions—small groups (apply critical judgment) 

     Now the facilitator breaks the group of 12 members into 6 sub-groups of 2 people each.  The 

pairs now work separately to address the same question posed in Step 5A.  The members in each 

pair share with each other the solution ideas they generated separately in Step 5A and then use 

critical judgment to agree as a pair on the most important 8 (or more) solutions.  Members of the 

pair then write each of these 8 solution ideas separately on one of the 8½-inch wide by 5½-inch 

high sheets of white paper provided using black felt tip markers.  The pair members attempt to 

phrase each solution in 5-7 words (8-10 words maximum) and to write as large as the space on 

the white sheet will allow.  When each pair’s work is complete, it turns its 8 sheets of paper over 

to the facilitator.  Now the larger group is ready to move to the next step. 

Step 5C: Identifying the Solutions—whole group (suspend critical judgment) 
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     Up to this point in Step 5, the group members have been working alone or in sub-groups at 

tables, but now all the members are asked to gather in chairs in front of the sticky wall and work 

together as a whole group.  The facilitator asks the group members to suspend critical judgment 

and to hear and see each of the approximately 48 solution ideas as she/he places them on the 

sticky wall.  The intent in Step 5C is for the whole group to simply see, hear and entertain all of 

the solution ideas from the sub-groups, and to be able to ask clarifying questions if any of them 

are not clearly understandable. 

     The facilitator now reads aloud and randomly places each sheet of paper with a solution idea 

on it, one by one, on the sticky wall.  After reading each one aloud and placing it on the sticky 

wall where it can be seen and read by all the group members, the facilitator pauses momentarily 

to see if there are any clarifying questions about the meaning of the particular idea.  If a question 

is raised, the pair that created it clarifies the meaning, and the group moves on to the next idea.  

If no question is raised, the facilitator assumes there is clarity and goes on to the next solution 

idea.  When all of the approximately 48 sheets are up on the sticky wall and understood, the 

whole group has identified and acknowledged all of the solution ideas and is ready to go to the 

next step. 

Step 5D: Agreeing on Solutions—whole group (apply critical judgment) 

     As in Steps 2D, 3D, and 4D, there are two phases to Step 5D in the Sticky Wall Version of the 

6-Step I/A Consultation Model, namely the agreement on solution idea affinity groups, and the 

agreement on the naming of each solution idea affinity group. 

Step 5D—Phase 1: Agreement on Solution Idea Affinity Groups 
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     Prior to starting Step 5C, the facilitator has placed 6-9 provisional placeholder sheets in a row 

across the top center of the sticky wall.  The sheets are on the same sized paper as the sheets on 

which the members are writing ideas, but have provisional symbols on them written in a different 

colored marker than black.  The row of provisional symbol sheets looks something like the 

following: 

   

             O         +         X          *         @         # 

     Now, in Step 5D—Phase 1, the facilitator calls attention to these sheets and says, “Let us now 

apply critical judgment and begin organizing the solution ideas that are similar into affinity (or 

likeness) group columns under the provisional placeholder sheets.  What pairs and trios of sheets 

do you see that are similar in terms of the solution being described?”   

     As the similar solution sheets are identified and agreed on by the whole group, the facilitator 

places the respective sheets on the sticky wall in columns under the respective provisional 

placeholder sheets with each column representing an emerging cluster or affinity group of similar 

solution ideas.  It is important to emphasize here that, in Phase 1 of Step 5D, the group members 

are not agreeing on the merits or validity of each solution idea, but only on which ideas are 

similar in terms of the solution being described.   

     In this way, the randomly placed solution sheets on the sticky wall gradually become 

organized into affinity columns under the various provisional symbol placeholder sheets.  If an 

additional affinity group is needed, the facilitator simply adds another provisional symbol 

placeholder sheet at one or the other end of the sheets in the top horizontal row and continues the 

process.   
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Making Judgments on the Scope of Affinity Groups 

     As the group works its way through the organization of the randomly placed sheets into 

affinity groups of sheets, the group makes subtle and sophisticated judgments about the scope of 

each affinity group of ideas.  Sometimes the group decides to admit a sheeted idea into an 

affinity group that widens the affinity group’s scope, and at other times the group keeps the scope 

of an affinity group intentionally narrow.   

     For example, if two solution sheets were present on the sticky wall and one said, “Have 

weekly financial management review meetings,” while the other said, “Send out a weekly 

financial status data report,” the members could decide to keep affinity group scope narrow and 

separate these two cards into separate affinity groups with the idea that the two ideas represent 

separate solution elements.  On the other hand, the members could decide to widen the scope of a 

particular affinity group and add both of these cards to the same affinity group with the idea that 

they represent separate components of the same solution element.   

     These judgments are made based on the group’s sense of whether the ultimate agreed upon 

master idea that will emerge at the top of the affinity column in question needs to be singular and 

tightly focused for emphasis or may be better articulated as a compound or more complexly 

stated idea. 

Dealing With Dissonance, Duplicating Ideas, & Late Coming Ideas 

     Whenever there is dissonance in the group about whether a solution idea fits into an affinity 

column, the disputed idea is simply returned to the pool of randomly arrayed sheets and attention 

is turned to other sheets.  On occasion, the group may decide that a specific sheet idea needs to 

appear in more than one affinity group, and a duplicate sheet  
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is created and placed in position accordingly.  On other occasions, a member may introduce a 

solution idea late that was not forged by the pairs process in Step 5B, and this solution idea too 

may be added to the random pool of sheets and dealt with like the other sheets.  This process 

continues until all of the approximately 48 sheets have been  

organized into affinity group columns under one of the provisional placeholder symbols.   

     At this point, the sheet arrangement on the sticky wall (without trying to show the 

specific solution ideas underneath the provisional placeholder sheets, the exact total number of 

sheets or predict the number of columns) could look something like the 

diagram in Figure AII.8.  Phase 1, agreeing on the solution idea affinity groups, of Step 5D 

(agreeing on solutions—whole group), is now complete.   

Figure AII.8    

                       O         +         X          *         @         #  

 

 

 

 

Step 5D—Phase 2: Agreement on the Naming of Affinity Groups 
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     Now the facilitator reminds the group that it is still trying to answer the question, “What are 

the solutions to the issue we have agreed to address that align with the facts and spiritual 

principles/values we have agreed upon?”  Next the facilitator stands next to the first column of 

solution ideas on the sticky wall, removes the top provisional placeholder card, and says to the 

group, “Now, applying critical judgment, what is the 

solution or solutions this first column of ideas is really about?”  If the group needs further 

prompting, the facilitator says, “What is this first column of ideas really getting at in terms of 

one or more solutions?”   

     At this point, members of the group start verbalizing phrases in response to the questions in an 

attempt to reach a Compassionate Consultation agreement on the solution or solutions that will 

represent the essence of the first solution idea affinity group.  In this process, the group is trying 

to reach agreement on the relative validity, merits and relevance of the solution ideas in the first 

affinity column.   

     Sometimes related, but different, solution ideas will be in the same affinity column because 

they represent different approaches to the same solution.  In such cases, the group will need to 

determine where it can agree on the continuum of possible solutions that run between one 

solution and the other.  For example, if the group were trying to reach agreement on the master 

solution(s) that would unify the two solution idea sheets previously mentioned in which one 

reads, “Have weekly financial management review meetings,” while the other reads, “Send out a 

weekly financial status data report,” the master fact sheet at the top of the column might end up 

reading, “Send out a weekly financial status data report just prior to having a weekly financial 

management review meeting.”  Alternatively, both solution ideas could end up separately 
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articulated at the top of the affinity column as agreed upon solution elements, or the two 

elements could be integrated in a modified way to read something like, “Prepare and distribute a 

weekly financial status data report and have bi-weekly financial management review meetings.”   

     Sometimes the phrasing of a solution idea on one of the sheets already in the affinity group is 

selected and agreed upon by the members as the agreed upon solution to be written in a different 

marker color at the top of the column.  More often, the group members will need to craft a phrase 

that represents a hybrid of several of the solution ideas in the column.  During this process, not 

every solution idea in the column needs to receive equal emphasis.  Some solution ideas are 

deemed more relevant or more important than others. The group determines as it goes which 

ideas will impact the wording of the master solution(s) at the top of the affinity column. 

     The facilitator helps the group reach Compassionate Consultation agreement on the master 

solution(s) for each of the affinity columns by repeating aloud the various phrases articulated by 

group members and watching the group for signs of agreement on the phrase.  When all of the 

members unify behind one of the phrases, Compassionate Consultation agreement has been 

reached and the facilitator, or a designated member of the group, writes the agreed upon phrase 

in a different colored marker (e.g. in red or green as opposed to black) onto a new sheet and posts 

that sheet at the top of the first column in place of the provisional placeholder symbol.  Then the 

group turns its attention to the second affinity column and reaches agreement on the master 

solution(s) for that column as well.   

Multiple Solutions from One Affinity Column 

     In some columns, more than one agreed upon solution is generated.  In such a case, each 

agreed upon solution is written on a separate sheet in the marker color other than black, and the 
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sheets are stacked one above the other at the top of the appropriate column.  The other sheets in 

the affinity column may need to be shifted downward on the sticky wall in order to make space 

for the additional master solution sheets. 

A Bundle of Solutions 

     This process continues until all of the provisional placeholder symbols at the top of each 

column have been replaced with the agreed upon solutions.  At the end of this process, while 

there would typically be more than six affinity groups, the master solution  

sheet arrangement on the top horizontal row of the sticky wall (with multiple agreed upon 

solutions shown in columns 1, 2, 3, and 5) could look something like the diagram in  

Figure AII.9.  This combination of master solution sheets represents the bundle of  

solutions emerging from the Compassionate Consultation process.  To whatever degree 

necessary, this bundle of solutions needs to be integrated into a comprehensive solution through 

the implementation process in Step 6. 

Figure AII.9  

A sample Compassionate Consultation agreement on solutions. 
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     Step 5D—Phase 2: Agreement on the Naming of Affinity Groups is now complete.  In 

addition, Step 5 as a whole is complete in that we have reached a Compassionate Consultation 

agreement on the solutions to the issue we have agreed to address.  The agreed upon solutions 

are also in alignment with the agreed upon facts and spiritual principles and values.  

Step 6: Identifying and Agreeing on Implementation Steps 

     The group is now ready to move to Step 6, Identifying and Agreeing on Implementation 

Steps.  This final step can be handled differently depending on the level 

 of complexity involved in the issue being addressed. 

In Its Simplest Form 

     In its simplest form, Step 6 of the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A Model Of 

Consultation entails the group members keeping judgment engaged after completing Step 5D and 

moving directly through Step 6 as a whole group without breaking the Step into A and B phases.   

Establish & 
cleave to a 
budget based 
on known 
costs for our 
on-going 
needed 
expenditures 
Begin each 
staff meeting 
with prayers 
for guidance 
& unity

Prepare & 
distribute a 
weekly 
financial 
status report 
Have bi-
weekly 
financial 
management 
meetings 
Have weekly 
brown-bag 
togetherness 
lunches

Use Spiritual 
Conference to 
establish the 
new budget 
Use 
Compassionate 
Consultation to 
agree on any 
expenditures 
beyond the 
budget

Have bi-
weekly goal 
review and 
status report 
meetings for 
the next six 
months 
(monthly 
thereafter) 
to re-focus 
on & 
monitor our 
agreed upon 
service 
goals

Establish & 
implement a 
“Need-Less” 
Program to 
lower our 
budgeted 
expenditures 
by 15% for 
next year 
Create plan 
to increase 
revenues by 
15% / month

Whenever 
budgeted 
expenses 
exceed 
incoming 
revenues, 
meet to 
agree on 
priorities & 
cost-saving 
measures
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     In this scenario where the bundle of solutions emerging from Step 5D seems easy to integrate 

and put into action, the members would simply go through each of the agreed upon master 

solution sheets at the top of each affinity column from Step 5D and decide for each sheet who 

will take responsibility for implementing the solution and by when.  The name of the 

individual(s) responsible and the date for implementation can be written on each of the master 

solution sheets (e.g. on each of the sheets shown in Figure AII.9), the members can remind each 

other that the spiritual principles and values agreed upon in Step 4D are also meant to inform the 

implementation process, and the Compassionate Consultation process can be considered 

complete. 

For More Complex Situations 

     In more complex situations, where the implementation process seems less obvious, the 

solutions bundle seems more difficult to integrate, or there is a need to break each solution down 

into smaller steps, a more formal approach to Step 6 needs to be taken and this is the approach 

indicated for Step 6 in Figure AII.1 shown on pages 22-23 of this PDF.  In this more formal 

approach, Step 6 is broken down as follows into Step 6A and Step 6B to enable the group 

members to better manage the implementation complexity. 

Step 6A: Identifying Implementation Steps—small group (suspend critical judgment) 

     In Step 6A, the facilitator breaks the group of 12 members down into six pairs and assigns 

each pair the master solution(s) in one of the affinity columns.  The facilitator asks each pair to 

suspend critical judgment and brainstorm implementation steps for the master solution sheet(s) at 

the top of its assigned affinity column resulting from Step 5D.  As these implementation steps are 

brainstormed, the pairs write each step onto a separate sheet.  For example, on the first master 
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solution sheet shown in Figure AII.9, “Establish & cleave to a budget based on known costs for 

our on-going needed expenditures,” the assigned member pair could break down the master 

solution into the following brainstormed implementation steps: 

1. Gather cost data from the last two fiscal years on needed, non-discretionary expenditures. 
2. Prepare a proposed budget for the new fiscal year based on projections from past costs. 
3. Present the proposed budget to the whole group at the next scheduled staff meeting. 
4. Make any agreed upon content and format revisions to the budget. 
5. Gain agreement and commitment from the whole group on the budget. 
6. Begin holding ourselves accountable to the budget. 

     As another example, on the second set of master solution sheets shown in Figure AII.9, the 

third master solution is “Have weekly brown-bag togetherness lunches.”  The member pair 

assigned to this set of master solutions could break down this particular master solution into the 

following brainstormed implementation steps: 

1. Gain agreement from the whole group on the weekday, place and time to hold the 
togetherness lunches. 

2. Set up a box lunch ordering process for those who don’t want to bring a brown bag lunch. 
3. Rotate the role of host for each lunch, the host being the person who comes up with an 

idea to foster authentic togetherness at each lunch (e.g. each person shares something 
surprising about themselves with the group). 

4. Schedule and hold the first togetherness lunch. 
5. Assure that the rotating host role and any necessary substitutions (due to anticipated 

absences) are handled. 

Each of these brainstormed implementation steps is written onto a separate sheet using the black 

markers, and the proposed implementation step completion date and the proposed person(s) to be 

responsible for it are also added to each sheet. 

Formatting the Sticky Wall for Implementation Agreement 

     To expedite the process of plotting out the brainstormed implementation ideas, the results of 

the Step 5D agreement can be cleared off the sticky wall and the master solution sheets can be 

recreated and stacked vertically to create a first column on the left side of the sticky wall.  Then 
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each series of brainstormed implementation ideas can be laid out in a sequenced row of sheets to 

the right of the appropriate master solution idea in the Format shown in Figure AII.10.  When the 

member pairs have finished their  

assigned tasks, they can place their sheets on the sticky wall as shown and then report the results 

of their brainstorming to the larger group by verbally walking through the rows of sheets that 

describe the proposed implementation steps they have identified.  During the 

Figure AII.10  

  Master          Proposed            Proposed            Proposed            Proposed 
  Solution       Implementation  Implementation  Implementation Implementation 
  Sheet 1         Step 1                 Step 2                 Step 3                 Step 4 
 
  Master          Proposed            Proposed            Proposed            Proposed 
  Solution       Implementation  Implementation  Implementation Implementation 
  Sheet 2         Step 1                 Step 2                 Step 3                 Step 4 
 

reports of the member pairs, the whole group continues to suspend critical judgment and 

attempts to achieve clarity of understanding about what implementation steps, completion dates, 

and responsible persons each pair is proposing.  When each member pair has reported their 

results to the larger group, Step 6A Identifying implementation steps—small group (suspend 

critical judgment) is complete.  The group is now ready to move to Step 6B, Agreeing on 

Implementation Steps. 

Step 6B: Agreeing on Implementation Steps—whole group (apply critical judgment) 

     In Step 6B, the group members apply critical judgment to the proposed implementation steps 

and reach Compassionate Consultation agreement on them as a group.  Up to this point, the 

implementation steps have been brainstormed only by a sub-group of the whole group.  Now the 

wisdom of the whole group is applied to the implementation steps.  The proposed steps, 
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completion dates, and persons responsible are confirmed, refined, modified and replaced as 

needed in order to reach Compassionate Consultation agreement on them.  Once agreement has  

Figure AII.11 

Issue Statement: 
How to create a budget that will allow us to live within our means and achieve our goals, and a 
procedure that will assist us in agreeing on priorities, resolving financial disputes, and 
reinforcing our ability to stay on course. 

Compassionate Consultation Agreement on the Facts: 

Compassionate Consultation Agreement on Spiritual Principles & Human Values: 

Compassionate Consultation Agreement on the Solutions: 

Some feel 
we discuss 
financial 
issues too 
often and 
some not 
enough

A third of 
our energy 
goes to cash 
flow battles  
Our normal 
outlook is 
now distress

Our goals 
feel out of 
reach 
We have a 
sense of  
overwhelm

We find 
ourselves 
working on 
things that 
will generate 
cash, not on 
our goals

Financial 
disputes are 
fraying our 
relationships 
We feel  
disunified

We don’t feel 
hopeful 
We feel off 
course 
We dread $ 
discussions

We value 
unity and 
harmony in 
our 
relationships

We should 
live within 
our means

We see work 
performed in 
the spirit of 
service as 
worship

We should 
come from 
love rather 
than fear in 
our work

We value 
achievement 
of goals as a 
powerful 
motivator

We value 
unity of 
purpose in 
the 
organization
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been reached on the implementation steps for each of the master solution elements, Step 6B is  

complete, and the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model is also complete. 

Process Recap of the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model 

     If we look back over the key Compassionate Consultation agreements of the foregoing 

Consultation Model, we can see interrelationships between the Model’s component parts  

shown in Figure AII.11.   

     After engaging divine assistance through prayer, the agreement on the issue statement 

articulates the group’s aspiration, focuses the attention of the group, and sets the parameters of its 

task.   

     Agreement on the facts clarifies the current situation and present reality in relation to the 

issue.   

Establish & 
cleave to a 
budget based 
on known 
costs for our 
on-going 
needed 
expenditures 
Begin each 
staff meeting 
with prayers 
for guidance 
& unity 

Prepare & 
distribute a 
weekly 
financial 
status report 
Have bi-
weekly 
financial 
management 
meetings 
Have weekly 
brown-bag 
togetherness 
lunches

Use 
Compassionate 
Consultation to 
establish the 
new budget 
Use 
Compassionate 
Consultation to 
agree on any 
expenditures 
beyond the 
budget

Have bi-
weekly 
goal 
review 
and status 
report 
meetings 
for the 
next six 
months 
(monthly 
thereafter) 
to re-focus 
on & 
monitor 
our agreed 
upon 
service 
goals

Establish & 
implement a 
“Need-Less” 
Program to 
lower our 
budgeted 
expenditures 
by 15% for 
next year 
Create plan 
to increase 
revenues by 
15% / month

Whenever 
budgeted 
expenses 
exceed 
incoming 
revenues, meet 
to use 
Compassionate 
Consultation to 
agree on 
priorities & 
cost-saving 
measures
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     Agreement on spiritual principles and human values foreshadows the vision and the  

path to solutions that will align the issue and the facts with spiritual reality. 

     Agreement on solutions sets the vision of a new reality that addresses the issue and replaces 

the old facts with proposed new ones that are better aligned with spiritual reality. 

     Finally, the Compassionate Consultation agreement on implementation steps defines the 

pathway by specifying who will do what by when in order to put the new reality in place. 

APPENDIX III 

An In-Depth Description of the 4-Step V x D x F Model of Consultation—Sticky Wall & 
Flipchart Versions 

      The 4-Step V x D x F Consultation Model (previously described in Chapter 10 and referred 

to in Chapter 14) makes the assumption that the group members have already identified the 

context of their lives they want to improve.  For example, they may already know they want to 

create and achieve a new vision for their relationship, for their family, for their organization, or 

for their work group; or they may want to agree on the guiding principles and values they want to 

inform their interactions as a couple, family, organization or work group.  The basic steps are 

shown in Figure AIII.1. 
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Figure AIII.1 

The 4-Step V x D x F Model of Consultation 

1. Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 

2. Identifying & Agreeing on the Concrete Vision of the Future 

3. Identifying & Agreeing on the Dissatisfying Barriers (an optional step) 

4. Identifying & Agreeing on the First Steps toward the Vision 

Some Benefits of Using the 4-Step V x D x F Model of Consultation 

     The 4-Step V x D x F Model of Consultation might be used when a couple wants to agree on 

a desired future for their lives together.  When an individual, twosome, family or group describes 

a detailed picture of a preferred future, we call this a concrete vision of the future.  The value in 

doing this is that if we can articulate and agree on a concrete, specific and clear picture of the 

future we want, the likelihood that we can achieve it is greatly increased.  In other words, if we 

have a concrete, specific and clear outcome in mind, we will have a clearer sense of what 

decisions and actions we need to take to get us there; and more motivation to actually achieve the 

outcome. 

     One of the most powerful ways to unify a couple (or larger group) is for the members to 

create something together; and the 4-Step V x D x F Model of Consultation allows a couple to 

create something together at two levels.  First, the couple becomes more unified as they go 

through the process of creating the concrete vision of the future.  Second, the couple becomes 

still more unified as they implement the vision of the future—that is, they use the concrete vision 

of the future as a navigational tool to make choices and decisions in their individual and 

collective lives that draw them ever closer to making the concrete vision a reality.   
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     In order to understand the steps, let us consider a case where a couple decides to create a 

concrete vision of the future for their relationship.  An expanded 4-Step Model in Figure AIII.2 

shows the steps for a twosome using a sticky wall—or in this case, 3”x 3” Post-It® notes to 

complete the process.  Following are the descriptions for each step. 

Steps to Creating a Concrete Future Vision for a Twosome Relationship-Sticky Wall 

     Like any Compassionate Consultation procedure, this process begins with a review of the 7 

Prime Requisites and the 12 Behavioral Standards, and then prayer: 

1. Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 

     After praying for guidance, the couple may want to do a Consultation Climate Safety Scale 

check to make sure their compassion for themselves and each other is adequately 

engaged.  When they have satisfied themselves that the climate is right for Compassionate 

Consultation, they proceed with Step 2: 

2.   Identifying & Agreeing on the Concrete Vision (V) of the Future 

     Before formally starting Step 2, the couple agrees on how many years into the future they 

Figure AIII.2 

The 4-Step V x D x F Consultation Model—Twosome Sticky Wall Version:   

 1.   Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 
 
 2A. Identifying the Vision—individual 
 
 2B. Identifying the Vision—twosome 
 
 2C.   Agreeing on the Vision—Affinity Only—twosome 
  
            2D. Agreeing on the Vision—twosome 
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 3A.   Identifying the Barriers—individual 

 3B. Identifying the Barriers—twosome 
 
 3C. Agreeing on the Barriers—Affinity Only—twosome 
 
 3D.   Agreeing on the Barriers—twosome 
 
 4A.   Identifying the First Steps—individual 
   
 4B.   Identifying the First Steps—twosome 

 
 4C. Agreeing on the First Steps—Affinity Only—twosome 

  
 4D.   Agreeing on the First Steps—twosome 

 ___________________________________________________ 
KEY 
 
 =  Suspend critical judgment (A & B steps) 
 
 =  Apply critical judgment (C & D steps)     
________________________________________________ 

want to project their vision of the future.  They may want to create a 3, 5, 7 or 10-year vision of 

the future depending on their circumstances.  The idea is to go out far enough into the future that 

they feel freed from the limiting pull of current circumstances, but not so far out that it becomes 

difficult to know what their social, economic, technical and political environment will be like at 

the future date.  Three, four and five-year visions are the most common.  For the purposes of 

these step descriptions, a 5-year vision of the future is used. 

     To accomplish Step 2, the couple goes through steps 2A through 2D as follows: 

Step 2A: First, the couple poses a question like the following question to themselves:  

What specific, perceptible characteristics or concrete elements do we want to have in 
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place in the life of our relationship on this date 5 years in the future?  Now, working 

alone, each party suspends critical judgment and brainstorms his or her answers to this 

question and writes each idea on a small (3”x 3”) Post-It® note pad using one sheet per 

idea.  By one sheet per idea, we mean that each party should write a single vision element 

down on each sheet rather than “compound” vision elements on a single sheet (e.g. write 

down “We have two children” on one sheet and “We have established and begun funding 

a college savings account for our children” on another sheet rather than writing “We have 

two children and have established a college savings account for them” on a single sheet).  

Having one idea on each sheet expedites the affinity grouping of ideas which comes in 

sub-step C.   

     As the parties brainstorm ideas alone, they need to think holistically about the 

different facets of their lives and relationship and continue this process until each party 

has at least 16 ideas on 16 separate sheets of Post-It® paper. 

Step 2B: Now the parties sit side-by-side at a table.  With critical judgment still 

suspended and each party holding his or her stack of Post-it® notes, they take turns 

placing one sheet down at a time in clear view on the table and reading it to their partner.  

The parties do not attempt to agree on the ideas at this time, but simply ask clarifying 

questions if their partner’s reading of his or her sheet is not fully understandable.  In this 

way, the two parties gradually get all of their sheets spread out randomly in front of each 

other on the table so that all the sheets are both visible and understood. 

Step 2C: Next, the parties apply critical judgment to discuss and identify which sheets 

make a pair based on the similarity or relatedness of the outcome or reality being 
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described.  At this point the parties do not discuss whether they agree with the ideas on 

the sheets, but simply on whether the sheets have affinity as they attempt to make pairs 

based on the criterion mentioned above.  When they identify the first pair, they place it in 

the upper left side of the table surface, one sheet above the other, to make a vertical 

column.  When they identify a different second pair, they place it in a vertical column to 

the right of the first pair, and so on as they add different additional pairs.  Staying with 

identifying pairs until at least five pairs have been identified, they then deal with the rest 

of the sheets by adding them to existing pairs or creating new pairs and clusters of sheets.  

For example, a sheet that says “We have paid off our college loans” and one that says 

“We are saving $110 a month for the future” may be perceived to have affinity, in which 

case they would be grouped together.  They continue this process until all 

the sheets are arranged in affinity columns with other sheets or are agreed to be stand-

alone sheets (composing a column of one sheet) in an arrangement which  

Figure AIII.3 

                          

 

    
 

could look like the diagram in Figure AIII.3 with each affinity column arranged 

vertically. 
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Step 2D: Now that all the sheets have been arranged into affinity group columns in this 

way, the parties have agreed on which sheets have an affinity with each other based on 

the vision outcome or reality they describe.  Then the parties apply critical judgment to 

the ideas themselves by looking at each affinity column one at a time and deciding what 

the total column is really trying to articulate in terms of a perceptible characteristic or 

concrete element of the vision of the future for their relationship.  The agreement the 

parties reach on each affinity column must be as specific as possible and one with which 

both parties agree.  Reaching agreement on all the columns usually takes a considerable 

amount of time and requires careful listening and compassionate discussion (i.e., the 12 

Behavioral Standards and 7 Prime Requisites need to be honored).  Not every sheet in an 

affinity column needs to be given equal emphasis with the other sheets.  The parties find 

their own way and discover what emphasis is appropriate for each sheet in the 

articulation of the master vision element for each affinity column. 

     When the parties have reached agreement on the first master vision element in the first 

column, they write this agreed upon concrete vision element (preferably in a different ink 

color) on another Post-it® note and place it on the top of the appropriate column as the 

master vision element for that column.  It becomes the heading that defines the column.  

For example, an affinity column relating to finances could have at the top a master vision 

element reading “Our financial plan is on track and under control.” The parties do this for 

each of the columns to complete their concrete vision of the future for the relationship.  

Columns composed of only one note can be treated like other columns, appended to other 

columns, or deleted depending upon what the parties feel moved to do.   
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     When complete, the top horizontal row of master vision element sheets represents 

the 5-Year Concrete Vision of the Future for the couple’s relationship.  All of the notes 

underneath the master vision element sheets in each column represent the record of the 

various ideas that helped the couple reach agreement, but are not necessarily part of the 

future vision.  The couple is now in a position to decide if they want to omit or complete 

Step 3: 

3.  Identifying & Agreeing on the Dissatisfying (D) Barriers (an optional step) 

     If the couple desires, they may now complete Step 3: Identifying & Agreeing on the 

Dissatisfying Barriers to the Concrete Vision of the Future.  This is an optional Step that can be 

used to further explore and clarify the Dissatisfaction (D) component and it involves posing the 

following question to themselves:  What Dissatisfying Barriers are blocking the path to the 

Concrete Vision of the Future?  The procedure for completing Step 3 is very similar to the Steps 

2A through 2D, but instead of brainstorming concrete vision of the future elements, the parties 

brainstorm barriers that could inhibit progress toward each master vision element that has been 

agreed upon.  For example, a barrier to a master vision element of “Our financial plan is on track 

and under control” might be “Impulse spending prevents us from meeting our monthly savings 

goals.”  When steps 3A through 3C have been completed (see the explanation for Steps 2A-2C 

above), the couple has a barriers sheet grid with affinity columns something like the grid shown 

in Figure AIII.4. 

     The couple now completes Step 3D (see the explanation for Step 2D above) to reach 

agreement on the master Dissatisfying Barrier for each barrier affinity column. 

Figure AIII.4 
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4.  Identifying & Agreeing on the First Steps (F) toward the Vision 

     The next step is to discuss and agree on the First Steps (F) to take together to achieve the 5-

Year Concrete Vision of The Future (V).  Since it may well take five years to completely achieve 

the Vision, the purpose of this step is to begin the journey with carefully selected and designed 

first actions. 

     If the couple has chosen to omit Step 3, they now look at each master vision element in the 5-

Year Concrete Vision of the Future and identify and agree on the first steps to be taken in the 

near term to start moving toward each master vision element.  If the couple has chosen to 

complete Step 3, they look at each master vision element (from Step 2) and each master barrier 

(from Step 3) and identify and agree on the first steps to be taken in the near term to address each 

master barrier and start moving toward each master vision 

element.  In the latter case, some of the first steps may be accelerants toward the master vision 

elements, some may be ways to address or resolve master barriers, and some of the first steps 

may address both master vision elements and barriers. 

     Whether the couple completes or omits Step 3, the mechanics of Step 4 are very similar to 

those of the Step 6: Identifying & Agreeing on the Implementation Steps procedure shown in the 
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6-Step Consultation Model in other examples (e.g. see the Step 6 examples in Chapter 14 and 

those beginning on pages 56 and 91 in this PDF). 

The Twosome Consultation Example of Jean & Bill—the 4-Step V x D x F Model 

     In October 2006, the authors sat down as a twosome to create a Concrete Vision of the Future 

for our lives together using the procedure outlined above and diagrammed above in Figure AIII.

2.  After praying for divine guidance in Step 1 and checking our Safety Scale numbers, we 

proceeded with the process.  At the beginning of Step 2, we agreed to create a 7-Year Concrete 

Vision of the Future for our relationship.  In Step 2A, we posed the following question to 

ourselves:  What specific, perceptible characteristics or concrete elements do we want to have in 

place in the life of our relationship on this date 7 years in the future?  Then we worked alone for 

about 30 minutes to brainstorm answers to the question and wrote our answers on small Post-it® 

notes.  In Step 2B, we sat side-by-side at our dining room table and took turns reading each of 

our Post-it® note sheets to the other until all of them were understood and laid out on the table in 

front of us.   

     In Step 2C, we discussed and agreed upon which sheets made pairs based on the similarity or 

relatedness of the outcome or reality being described.  We did not address at this point whether 

we both agreed with the ideas on each sheet, but simply on which sheets made pairs based on 

likeness or affinity.  We identified about five foundational pairs and then dealt with the rest of the 

sheets by adding them to existing pairs or creating new affinity columns.  When we had 

completed Step 2C, we had agreed on which sheets had affinity with each other based on the 

outcome or reality they described.  Figure AIII.5 shows what our sheet arrangement looked like.  

The symbols at the top of each affinity column were simply placeholders for our eventual 
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Compassionate Consultation agreement on the master concrete vision element for that column.  

For the purposes of describing this procedure only, the Post-It note sheets labeled “J” were Jean’s 

ideas and the sheets labeled “B” were Bill’s ideas. 

Figure AIII.5 

Sheet Arrangement at the End of Step 2C. 

* ! @ $ % ^ & # + ?

Financially 
secure for 
ourselves 
and our  
children 
and able to  
contribute 
to 
worthy 
causes [B}

One time 
per month 
we have a 
3-day  
get-away 
to connect 
on a deep 
level & 
study 
scripture 
[J]

We have 
coffee/tea 
together 
3X per 
week and 
talk 
deeply [B]

The 
family  
has 
dinner  
together 
most 
Sundays; 
we 
encourag
e each 
other [J]

At least 1 
religious, 
spiritual 
activity 
per week; 
stay 
connected 
to our 
Faith, 
friends, 
and each 
other [J]

We work 
together 
on the 
book [J]

We work  
together 
20% of 
our time 
to 
enhance 
Consul-
tation 
skills for 
people in 
relationsh
ip [B]

We share  
househol
d 
duties 
50/50 [B]

We 
maintai
n 
our 
creative  
pursuits 
[J]

We play 
golf 2 
times  per 
month, 7 
months per 
year [B]

Comfortabl
e about 
 level of 
savings, on 
 track or 
ahead of 
goals [J]

We have 
8-weeks 
of 
vacation 
per year 
[B]

We have 
every 
other day 
connecting 
time— 
apply 
compassio
n 
to self and 
each 
other. [J]

The 
family 
enjoys 
being 
together 
[B]

Communit
y-  
building & 
service 
activities 
thrice per 
month [ B]

We use 
large parts 
of our 
vacation 
time for 
writing 
the book 
[B]

We work 
together 
part of the 
time [J]

We each 
do our 
fair share 
of 
househol
d 
duties [J]

We 
maintai
n 
our 
hobbies 
[B]

We 
exercise: 
walk, play 
golf, lift 
weights—
one 
activity 
every other 
day, 
together if 
possible [J]

We have 
erased all 
debt, 
including 
the 
mortgage 
[B]

We 
continue 
to work 
hard, but 
get better 
at taking 
vacations 
[B]

We read 
together 
2X per 
week [B]

We are a 
stable, 
reliable 
part of 
our 
spiritual 
communit
y [J]

We have 
finished  
writing the 
book [J]

We work 
together 
helping 
people 
with 
Consul-
tation 
skills 
15% of 
the time 
[J]

We stay 
on top 
of the 
interior 
and 
exterior 
househol
d chores 
[J]

Jean 
paints 
and Bill 
writes 
as 
hobby 
pastime
s [J]

We work 
out 3 times 
per week 
minimum 
to maintain 
our 
physical 
conditionin
g [B]
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     Let’s review what we had done up to this point.  In Step 1 we had prayed for divine guidance 

and checked our compassion levels.  At the beginning of Step 2, we had discussed how far out 

we wanted to project our future vision and had agreed to create a 7-Year Concrete Vision of the 

Future for our relationship.  In Step 2A, we had suspended critical judgment and individually 

brainstormed and visualized the perceptible characteristics or concrete elements that each of us 

wanted in our lives together by the end of 7 years.  In Step 2B, we had continued to suspend 

critical judgment, shown each other the ideas we had generated and answered any clarifying 

questions about them.  In Step 2C, we had applied critical judgment—not to the ideas on the 

sheets themselves, but to the affinity, likeness or relatedness between the ideas in order to cluster 

the ideas on the sheets into affinity columns.  In effect, we had taken the diversity of our ideas 

and found the commonalities in them. 

     Now in Step 2D, we were ready to apply critical judgment to the ideas on the sheets 

themselves in order to reach a Compassionate Consultation decision on the perceptible 

characteristics of our future vision.  This step was highly interactive and the discussions we had 

on the way to our decisions dramatically deepened understanding of ourselves, each other, and 

our relationship.  When complete, our Post-it® note grid looked like Figure AIII.6 with the top 

We take 
more time 
off to 
recharge 
and to 
maintain 
our 
perspectiv
e [J]

We work a 
maximum 
of 2 nights 
per week 
[J]

We are 
stalwarts 
of our 
spiritual 
communit
y [B]

We have 
successfull
y 
collaborate
d on the 
book [B]

We hire 
out some 
time-
consumin
g chores 
to make 
the rest of 
our vision 
possible 
[B]
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horizontal row representing our Consultative agreement on the master perceptible characteristics 

of our future vision. 

Debriefing the Jean & Bill Compassionate Consultation Application Example 

     Because we did not feel there were significant barriers blocking our path to whatever  

Concrete Vision we might create, we chose to skip Step 3 (agreeing on Dissatisfying 

Barriers) and moved directly from the agreement on the 7-Year Concrete Vision of The Future 

(V) to the agreement on First Steps (F).  We were at a stage in our married life when we had 

become “empty-nesters” and felt we had a great deal of latitude and freedom to shape our future.  

If we had been at an earlier stage in our married life when we were devoting large amounts of 

time to shaping our careers, raising children, saving for our children’s education, or dealing with  

Figure AIII.6 

We have 
no debts 
& are on 
track to 
achieve 
financial 
security 
in 2 more 
years

We have 
6 weeks 
of 
vacation 
per year

We have 
intimate, 
compassion
ate 
conversatio
n together 
at least 2 
times per 
week

We 
have 
close 
& 
inspirin
g 
family 
time 
3 times 
per 
month

We 
connect 
with & 
contribute 
to the 
spiritual 
communit
y- 
building 
process at  
least once 
per 
week

Our book 
on 
consultati
on and 
compassio
n is at 
the 
publisher

We work 
together 
20% of the 
time  with 
individuals 
& people 
in 
relationshi
p to 
enhance 
Consultati
on skills

We 
share 
househol
d 
duties 
50/50 to 
make 
the rest 
of our 
vision  
possible

Jean 
paints 
& Bill 
writes 
at 
least 
one 
mornin
g or 
evenin
g 
per 
week

We do 
one 
physical 
exercise 
activity 
every 
other day
— 
together 
if 
possible
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parents with declining health, we might well have chosen to come to an agreement on 

Dissatisfying Barriers. 

     Seven years after creating this Concrete Vision, we were gratified to realize that we had 

achieved many of the elements of our Vision.  While a few elements were still not in our grasp, 

there were others we had achieved which required ongoing monitoring and effort to maintain; 

Financiall
y secure 
for 
ourselves 
and our  
children 
and able 
to  
contribute 
to 
worthy 
causes [B}

One time 
per 
month 
we have 
a 3-day  
get-away 
to 
connect 
on a deep 
level & 
study 
scripture 
[J]

We have 
coffee/tea 
together 3X 
per 
week and 
talk 
deeply ]B]

The 
family  
has 
dinner  
together 
most 
Sundays
; we 
encoura
ge each 
other [J]

At least 1 
religious, 
spiritual 
activity 
per week; 
stay 
connected 
to our 
Faith, 
friends, 
and each 
other [J]

We work 
together 
on the 
book [J]

We work  
together 
20%  
of our time 
to enhance 
Consultatio
n skills for 
people in 
relationship 
[B]

We share  
househol
d 
duties 
50/50 
[B]

We 
maintai
n 
our 
creative  
pursuits 
[J]

We play 
golf 2 
times  per 
month, 7 
months 
per year 
[B]

Comfortab
le about 
 level of 
savings, 
on 
 track or 
ahead of 
goals [J]

We have 
8-weeks 
of 
vacation 
per year 
[B]

We have 
every other 
day 
connecting 
time— 
apply 
compassion 
to self and 
each 
other. [J]

The 
family 
enjoys 
being 
together 
[B]

Communit
y-building 
&  
service 
activities 
thrice 
per month  
[B]

We use 
large parts 
of our 
vacation 
time for 
writing 
the book 
[B]

We work 
together 
part of the 
time [J]

We each 
do our 
fair share 
of 
househol
d 
duties [J]

We 
maintai
n 
our 
hobbies 
[B]

We 
exercise: 
walk, play 
golf, lift 
weights—
one 
activity 
every 
other day, 
together if 
possible 
[J]

We have 
erased all 
debt, 
including 
the 
mortgage 
[B]

We 
continue 
to work 
hard, but 
get better 
at taking 
vacations 
[B]

We read 
together 
2X per week 
[B]

We are a 
stable, 
reliable 
part of 
our 
spiritual 
communit
y [J]

We have 
finished  
writing the 
book [J]

We work 
together 
helping 
people with 
Consultatio
n skills 
15% of the 
time [J]

We stay 
on top 
of the 
interior 
and 
exterior 
househol
d chores 
[J]

Jean 
paints 
and Bill 
writes 
as 
hobby 
pastime
s [J]

We work 
out 3 
times per 
week 
minimum 
to 
maintain 
our 
physical 
conditioni
ng [B]

We take 
more 
time 
off to 
recharge 
and to 
maintain 
our 
perspecti
ve [J]

We work a 
maximum of 
2 nights per 
week [J]

We are 
stalwarts 
of our 
spiritual 
communit
y [B]

We have 
successfull
y 
collaborate
d on the 
book [B]

We hire 
out some 
time-
consumi
ng 
chores to 
make the 
rest of 
our 
vision 
possible 
[B]
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nevertheless, we were on track to achieve those that had eluded us and had established the habits 

for monitoring and maintaining those that we had achieved.  Such is the power of Compassionate 

Consultation and the 4-Step Model. 

Managing the Vision of the Future Over Time 

     While forming and holding a Concrete Vision of the future creates a powerful impetus to 

achieving it, accomplishing a long-term vision seldom occurs without difficulties and 

frustrations.  We found that we needed to be flexible enough to accommodate changing demands 

in our lives; and circumstances sometimes forced us to curtail some activities in favor of others 

that were more important to us in the moment.  Consequently, we used additional Compassionate 

Consultation sessions to address roadblocks and stalls that we encountered along the way.  One 

such example is shared in Chapter 19. 

     As life circumstances change, the vision may need to be modified.  In our case, we have 

grandchildren today that we did not have when we created our vision in 2006.  As a result, our 

vision of the future has changed significantly. 

The 4-Step V x D x F Consultation Model—Flipchart Version 

     With groups numbering up to approximately nine, the 4-Step V x D x F Consultation Model 

may be used with a flipchart as the group memory system in the Identify/Agree  (I/A) manner 

described in Appendix I.  To do this, each of Steps 2-4 is augmented to create an A and B phase 

as shown in Figure AIII.7. 

Figure AIII.7 

The 4-Step V x D x F (I/A) Consultation Model— Flipchart Version:  
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 1.   Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 
 
 2A. Identifying the Concrete Vision 
 
 2B.   Agreeing on the Concrete Vision 
 

 3A.   Identifying the Dissatisfying Barriers 

 3B.   Agreeing on the Dissatisfying Barriers 
 
 4A.   Identifying the First Steps 
 
 4B.   Agreeing on the First Steps 
 ___________________________________________________ 
KEY 
 
 =  Suspend critical judgment (A-steps) 
 
 =  Apply critical judgment (B-steps)     
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The 4-Step V x D x F Consultation Model—Sticky Wall Version for Larger Groups      

     In our experience with larger groups, the 4-Step V x D x F Consultation Model is most  

effectively used when a sticky wall is selected for the group memory system.  When this 

is done, the members should follow the basic pattern of steps described for the Sticky Wall 

Version of the 6-Step I/A Consultation Model which are detailed in Appendix II.  To do this, each 

of Steps 2-4 of the 4-Step Model is augmented to create an A, B, C and D phase as shown in 

Figure AIII.8 (which loosely parallels Figure AIII.2 for twosomes). 

Figure AIII.8 
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The 4-Step V x D x F Consultation Model— Sticky Wall Version:   

 1.   Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 
 
 2A. Identifying the Vision—individual member 
 
 2B.   Agreeing on the Vision—small groups 
 
 2C. Identifying the Vision—whole group 
 
            2D. Agreeing on the Vision—whole group 

 3A.   Identifying the Barriers—individual member 

 3B. Agreeing on the Barriers—small groups 
 
 3C. Identifying the Barriers—whole group 
 
 3D.   Agreeing on the Barriers—whole group 
 
 4A.   Identifying the First Steps-individual member 
 
 4B. Agreeing on the First Steps—small groups 
 
 4C. Identifying the First Steps—whole group 
 
 4D.   Agreeing on the First Steps—whole group 

 ___________________________________________________ 
KEY 
 
 =  Suspend critical judgment (A & C steps) 
 
 =  Apply critical judgment (B & D steps)     
_________________________________________________________ 

APPENDIX IV 
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An In-Depth Description of the Steps for Some of the Consultation Examples in Chapter 
15: Using Compassionate Consultation with Families 

The Alt Family Forges Compassionate Consultation Guiding Principles & Values (Detailed 

Steps) 

     The Alt family is composed of two adults, two teenagers, and one 9-year old.  The family 

members are dissatisfied with the way they deal with family issues and decide they want to 

consistently use Compassionate Consultation to resolve family issues together.  They decide to 

loosely apply the first two steps of the 4-Step V x D x F Consultation Model (in a sticky wall 

format) to arrive and agree on the guiding principles and values that will inform and transform 

their family deliberation and decision-making culture. 

     The basic steps of the 4-Step D x V x F Consultation Model are shown in Figure AIV.1 (more 

detailed information on the 4-Step Model is available in Chapter 10 and Appendix III).  

Realizing that the agreement on Guiding Principles & Values for using 

Figure AIV.1 

The 4-Step V x D x F Model of Consultation 

1. Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 
2. Identifying & Agreeing on the Concrete Vision of the Future 
3. Identifying & Agreeing on the Dissatisfying Barriers (an optional step) 
4. Identifying & Agreeing on the First Steps toward the Vision 

Compassionate Consultation in their family would be one form of a Concrete Vision of the 

Future, the Alt family decides to use only Steps 1 through Step 2 and then skip Steps 3 and 4 of 

the model.  Because they are using an abbreviated, sticky wall version of the model shown in 

Figure AIV.2, they intend to complete Step 1 and Steps 2A, 2B and 2C formally; and then 

complete Step 2D loosely.  Consequently, they begin with Step 1:   
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1. Convening By Praying For Divine Guidance 

     After praying for guidance, the family does a Consultation Climate Safety Scale check to 

make sure their compassion for themselves and each other is engaged.  When they have satisfied 

themselves that the climate is right, they proceed with Step 2. 

Figure AIV.2 

The 4-Step V x D x F Consultation Model—Abbreviated Sticky Wall Version:   

 1.   Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 
 
 2A. Identifying the Vision—individual 
 
 2B. Identifying the Vision—family 
 
 2C.   Agreeing on the Vision—Affinity Only—family 
  
            2D. Agreeing on the Vision—family 

2.   Identifying & Agreeing On the Concrete Future Vision (Loose Approach) 

     The family first decides that they do not need to agree on how many years into the future they 

want to project their vision of the future because, unlike a future vision in which perceptible 

characteristics are trying to be achieved over time, guiding principles and values can be claimed 

in the present moment and are not time-limited.   

     The family also decides that they want to follow Step 2 loosely rather than formally; they do 

not want to spend much time word-smithing the agreed upon principles and values and they want 

the needs, wants and language of the individual family members to be reflected in the final 

document.  To accomplish Step 2 in this looser fashion, they go through sub-steps A through D as 

follows: 
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2A. The family poses the following question to themselves:  What guiding principles and 

values do we want to honor in our interactions together as we address family issues using 

Compassionate Consultation?  Then, working alone, each family member suspends 

critical judgment, brainstorms his or her own answers to this question, writes each idea 

on a large (8½”x 5½”) Post-It® note using felt-tipped markers, and uses one sheet per 

idea.  Having one idea on each sheet expedites the affinity grouping of ideas which 

comes in sub-step C.  As the family members brainstorm ideas alone, they challenge each 

other to continue this process until each family member has at least 5 ideas on 5 separate 

sheets of Post-It® paper. 

2B. Now the family members sit side-by-side in front of a wall that they can use to post 

their notes.  With critical judgment still suspended and each family member holding his 

or her own stack of Post-it® notes, each takes their turn placing one sheet on the wall 

randomly and reading it to the other family members.  The family members do not 

attempt to agree on the ideas at this time, but simply ask clarifying questions if the family 

member’s reading of his or her sheet is not fully understandable.  In this way, the family 

members gradually get all of their sheets spread out randomly in front of each other on 

the wall so that all the sheets are both visible and understood.  When the Alt family 

finishes this process, the random array of ideas on the wall, reading from left to right and 

top to bottom, are as follows: 

• No one gets stifled. 
• Each person sees things differently. 
• Trying to win or get our own way is counter to our process. 
• We can confer again after the fact if a decision seems not to be working. 
• We all want the best for each other. 
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• We learn from our differences. 
• Each person's beliefs, goals, needs, and desires will be heard. 
• We build our skills at Consultation. 
• Passively withholding support is not acceptable. 
• The rights of other family members will be respected. 
• We keep discussing until we reach a decision with which everyone agrees. 
• We work to find a solution that respects each family member. 
• We respect individual differences. 
• All contributions are valid. 
• We develop compassion for each other. 
• We will all help to follow through on our decisions/solutions. 
• We create a safe, respectful environment in which every family member grows. 
• We will come up with several solutions/ideas. 
• A decision/solution must be within the budget, safety and health limits set by parents. 
• No one way is good or bad, worse or better. 
• We work toward what is in the best interest of everyone. 
• We do not use power or control to get our way. 
• Each person has a right to come up with solutions. 
• Each person has the right to be heard and feel understood. 
• We help each member achieve his or her full potential. 
• Each person is important and valuable. 

2C. Next, the family members apply critical judgment to discuss and identify which 

sheets make a pair based on the similarity of the guiding principle and 

value being described.  At this point the family members do not discuss whether they 

agree with the ideas on the sheets, but simply on whether the sheets have affinity as they 

attempt to make pairs based on the criterion mentioned above.  When they identify the 

first pair, they place it in the upper left section of the wall, one sheet above the other, to 

make a vertical column.  When they identify a different second pair, they place it in a 

vertical column to the right of the first pair, and so on as they add different additional 

pairs.  Staying with identifying pairs until at least five pairs have been identified, they 

then deal with the rest of the sheets by adding them to existing pairs or creating new pairs 

and clusters of sheets.  The family continues this process until all the sheets are arranged 
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in affinity columns with other sheets or are agreed to be stand-alone sheets (composing a 

column of one sheet).  When the Alt family finishes this process, the affinity groups (with 

provisional symbols as titles), reading from left to right on the wall, are as follows: 

1.) @ 
• We work to find a solution that respects each family member. 
• We create a safe, respectful environment in which every family member grows. 
• We help each member achieve his or her full potential. 
• We work toward what is in the best interest of everyone. 
• We develop compassion for each other. 
• We build our skills at Consultation. 

2.) # 
• Each person is important and valuable. 
• Each person has the right to be heard and feel understood. 
• All contributions are valid. 
• Each person's beliefs, goals, needs, and desires will be heard. 
• No one gets stifled. 

3.) $ 
• Each person sees things differently. 
• No one way is good or bad, worse or better. 
• We respect individual differences. 
• We learn from our differences. 

4.) % 
• Each person has a right to come up with solutions. 
• A decision/solution must be within the budget, safety and health limits set by parents. 
• We keep discussing until we reach a decision with which everyone agrees. 

5.) & 
• We do not use power or control to get our way. 
• We will come up with several solutions/ideas. 
• The rights of other family members will be respected. 
• We all want the best for each other. 
• Trying to win or get our own way is counter to our process. 

6.) + 
• We will all help to follow through on our decisions/solutions. 
• Passively withholding support is not acceptable. 
• We can confer again after the fact if a decision seems not to be working. 

2D.  In arranging the sheets into affinity groups, the family members have not yet 
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evaluated the merits of each idea, but have only agreed on which sheets have an affinity 

with each other based on the guiding principle and value they describe.  Now, because the 

family members like the preliminary ideas in each affinity group and want them to be a 

part of the final product they are creating, they decide to apply Step 2E of the 4-Step V x 

D x F Consultation Model loosely at this stage.  Accordingly, the family members apply 

critical judgment, look at the ideas in each affinity group, and ask whether anyone is 

uncomfortable with any of the ideas.  They quickly acknowledge and agree that all the 

ideas have merit with one exception.  The parents say that while the spirit of affinity 

group 5 is clear, they would prefer that the idea, “We will not use power or control to get 

our way,” be deleted because they can envision potential situations in which they may 

need to assert their power or control as responsible parents for the welfare of the family.  

The other members of the family accept the parents’ concerns and the idea is deleted.  

Now, to complete their process, they look at each affinity column one at a time and fairly 

quickly agree on what that column is about so that they can add a subject heading at the 

top of each column.  This is done not with the intent of superseding the ideas below the 

subject headings (as in some of the examples given in earlier chapters), but with the 

intent of including both the subject headings and the supporting guiding principles and 

values in the final product.  When all of the subject headings are complete, the Alt 

family’s completed Compassionate Consultation Guiding Principles & Values agreement 

reads as follows: 

Alt Family Guiding Principles & Values for Compassionate Consultation 

1.)  We have goals for using Compassionate Consultation in the family: 
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• We work to find a solution that respects each family member. 
• We create a safe, respectful environment in which every family member grows. 
• We help each member achieve his or her full potential. 
• We work toward what is in the best interest of everyone. 
• We develop compassion for each other. 
• We build our skills at Consultation. 

2.)  We acknowledge each person’s inherent value: 
• Each person is important and valuable. 
• Each person has the right to be heard and feel understood. 
• All contributions are valid. 
• Each person's beliefs, goals, needs, and desires will be heard. 
• No one gets stifled. 

3.)  We value diversity: 
• Each person sees things differently. 
• No one way is good or bad, worse or better. 
• We respect individual differences. 
• We learn from our differences. 

4.)  We make decisions: 
• Each person has a right to come up with solutions. 
• A decision/solution must be within the budget, safety and health limits set by parents. 
• We keep discussing until we reach a decision with which everyone agrees. 

5.)  We separate our egos from our ideas: 
• We do not use power or control to get our way. 
• We will come up with several solutions/ideas. 
• The rights of other family members will be respected. 
• We all want the best for each other. 
• Trying to win or get our own way is counter to our process. 

6.)  We implement decisions/solutions: 
• We will all help to follow through on our decisions/solutions. 
• Passively withholding support is not acceptable. 
• We can confer again after the fact if a decision seems not to be working. 

     Having completed their “Family Guiding Principles & Values for Compassionate 

Consultation,” the family members agree that whenever a family member believes any of these 

principles and values are being violated during future Consultation sessions, he or she should 

bring that to the family's attention and corrective action will be taken.  In addition, in order to 

continuously deepen their Consultative understanding and skill, the family members agree to 
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review on a rotating basis at least three items from the 12 Behavioral Standards and 7 Prime 

Requisites at the start of each Compassionate Consultation session. 

     While the family could complete Steps 3 and 4 of the 4-Step V x D x F Consultation Model 

after the completion of the Guiding Principles & Values Vision, the members decide that having 

the principles and values articulated and agreed upon fulfills their needs at this time. 

The Lopez Family Uses Consultation to Equitably Divide Household Tasks—Flipchart 

Version of the 6-Step Identify/Agree (I/A) Consultation Model (Detailed Steps) 

     The Lopez family members (composed of two parents and three children ages 11, 13, and 16 

years) were experiencing frustration and conflict over the distribution and execution of 

household tasks.  After numerous, only moderately successful command decisions by the parents 

over several months and a variety of disputes between individual family members, everyone 

agreed to address the issue through Compassionate Consultation.  Because of the contention this 

issue had generated in the family, the parents proposed using the flipchart version of the 6-Step 

Identify/Agree (I/A) Model (see Figure AIV.3 and Chapter 10 and Appendix I for additional 

information) so that ideas could be generated with critical judgment suspended prior to ideas 

being agreed upon with critical judgment applied. 

Figure AIV.3 

The 6-Step Identify/Agree (I/A) Consultation Model— Flipchart Version:  

 1.   Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 
 
 2A. Identifying the Issue 
 
 2B.   Agreeing on the Issue 
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 3A.   Identifying the Facts 

 3B.   Agreeing on the Facts 
 
 4A.   Identifying the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved 
 
 4B.   Agreeing on the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved 
 
 5A.  Identifying Solutions 
 
 5B.   Agreeing on Solutions 

 6A.   Identifying Implementation Steps 
 
 6B.   Agreeing on Implementation Steps    
 ___________________________________________________ 
KEY 
 
 =  Suspend critical judgment (A-steps) 
 
 =  Apply critical judgment (B-steps)     
_________________________________________________________ 

Step 1:  Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance. 

     After using the Consultation Climate Safety Scale to make sure everyone felt the climate was 

at a 7-level or better, the family members reviewed the 12 Behavioral Standards and 7 Prime 

Requisites.  Then they began the process by completing Step 1: Convening by Praying for Divine 

Assistance.  Then the members proceeded to Step 2A. 

Step 2A:  Identifying the Issue (Suspend Critical Judgment). 

     The parents took turns standing at the flipchart during the Consultation steps and 
recording the family’s ideas in clear view of all the family members.  The members 

began Step 2A by suspending critical judgment and brainstorming the question, “What is the 

issue we need to address?”  When the brainstorming was complete, the ideas on the flipchart 

pages read as follows: 
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How to: 
• deal with the fact that the kids aren’t doing enough house work and the parents are 

doing too much. 
• get family members to care more about the pressures on each other. 
• get my parents off my back about chores. 
• have the children do what they say. 
• figure out why some of us think there is a problem. 
• leave things alone. 
• make all family members realize there is a dilemma. 
• allow family members to have the time to do the things they want to do. 
• understand family priorities. 
• act on family priorities. 
• equitably divide the household tasks. 

Now the family members proceeded to Step 2B. 

Step 2B:  Agreeing on the Issue (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     To complete this step, the Lopez family members agreed to apply critical judgment; then, the 

parent at the flipchart slowly read back through the statements of the issue generated in Step 2A.  

When family members agreed with a statement as read, no comment was made, but if one or 

more members disagreed with a statement as read, they proposed revisions to the statement until 

the group members agreed on the revisions.  These revisions were recorded on the flipchart.  

When critical judgment had been applied to all of the statements, the revised issue statements 

read as follows [with revisions shown in brackets and italicized]: 

How to: 
• [change] the fact that the kids aren’t doing enough house work and the parents are 

doing too much [house work]. 
• get family members to care more about the pressures on each other. 
• get my parents off my back about chores. 
• have the children do what they say [they are going to do]. 
• figure out why some of us think there is a problem. 
• [figure out why some of us think there is no problem]. 
• leave things alone. 
• make all family members realize there is a dilemma. 
• allow family members to have the time to do the things they want to do. 
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• [establish] family priorities. 
• act on family priorities. 
• equitably divide the household tasks. 

Having revised and agreed upon the individual issue statements, the family members continued 

to apply judgment and attempted to articulate agreement on a master issue statement.  They 

arrived at the following: 

Issue Statement:  How to equitably divide the household tasks to allow family members to 

have the time to do what they want while assuring that everyone follows through on their 

commitments and all of the tasks get done. 

It is evident that the agreed upon master “Issue Statement” rested primarily on the last, fourth to 

the last, and fourth “How to…” statements.  The family members now turned to Step 3A. 

Step 3A:  Identifying the Facts (Suspend Critical Judgment). 

     Next, the parents took turns standing at the flipchart recording the family’s ideas in clear view 

of all the family members.  The members began by suspending critical judgment and 

brainstorming the question, “What are the facts that are relevant to the issue we are 

addressing?”  When the brainstorm was completed, the ideas on the flipchart pages 

read as follows: 

• Mom and Dad are angry about household chores not getting done. 
• The children feel like they are being nagged constantly about attending to chores. 
• The family can’t rely on help from the grandparents on the chores. 
• Mom is tired of asking people to do things over and over. 
• After school and homework, the children want to be left alone. 
• Used dishes are left on the kitchen counter or in the sink. 
• Used glasses are left in the children’s bedrooms. 
• Used glasses and dishes are left in the family and living rooms. 
• Bathrooms are never cleaned unless Mom does it. 
• When company is coming over, it requires a huge cleaning ordeal. 
• Parents are snapping at the kids about these things. 
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• Children are snapping at the parents about these things. 
• The house belongs to the whole family, but Mom and Dad do most of the chores. 
• Some of us are messier than others. 

When all the fact ideas had been expressed and recorded, the family turned to Step 3B. 

Step 3B:  Agreeing on the Facts (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     To complete this step, the Lopez family members agreed to apply critical judgment and then 

the parent at the flipchart slowly read back through the fact statements generated in Step 3A.  

When family members agreed with a fact statement as read, no comment was made; but if one or 

more members disagreed with a statement as read, they proposed revisions to the fact statement 

until the group members agreed on the revisions.  These revisions were recorded on the flipchart.  

When critical judgment had been applied to all of the fact statements, the revised fact statements 

read as follows [with revisions shown in brackets and italicized]: 

• Mom and Dad [are feeling overwhelmed with household chores.] 
• The children feel like they are being nagged [most of the time] about attending to 

chores. 
• Mom is tired of asking people to do things over and over. 
• After school and homework, the children [want to relax.] 
• Used dishes are left on the kitchen counter or in the sink. 
• Used glasses are left in the children’s bedrooms. 
• Used glasses and dishes are left in the family and living rooms. 
• Bathrooms are [not cleaned often enough.] 
• When company comes over, [there is too much to do to make the house ready.] 
• [Resentments and anger about these things are building up and spilling over.] 
• The house belongs to the whole family, [but each family member is not doing his/her 

fair share of household tasks.] 
• Some of us [tolerate more mess than others.] 

When the fact ideas had been agreed upon, the family turned to Step 4A. 

Step 4A:  Identifying the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved (Suspend Critical Judgment). 
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     In this step the parents took turns standing at the flipchart recording the family’s ideas in clear 

view of all the family members.  Family members began by suspending critical judgment and 

brainstorming the question, “What are the spiritual principles and values we want to live by that 

are relevant to the agreed upon issue and facts we are addressing?”  When the brainstorming 

was complete, the ideas on the flipchart pages read as follows: 

• Unity in the family is the cornerstone to unity in society. 
• Having compassion is a spiritual attribute we should be developing and it means 

having empathy for the stress and suffering of others and desiring to alleviate it. 
• Work done with a motive of service to others is accepted by God as worship. 
• Becoming mature means everyone takes responsibility. 
• Honoring justice and fairness means that no one is over-burdened. 
• Kindness is a virtue we should be developing. 
• Cleanliness is a spiritual quality we should be developing. 
• Maintaining good health is very important. 

When all the spiritual principle and value ideas had been expressed and recorded, the family 

turned to Step 4B. 

Step 4B:  Agree on the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     To complete this step, the Lopez family members agreed to apply critical judgment. Then the 

parent at the flipchart slowly read back through the spiritual principle and value statements 

generated in Step 4A.  When family members agreed with a spiritual principle and value 

statement as read, no comment was made, but if one or more members disagreed with a 

statement as read, they proposed revisions to the statement until the group members agreed on 

the revisions.  These revisions were recorded on the flipchart.  When critical judgment had been 

applied to all of the spiritual principle and value statements, the revised statements read as 

follows [with revisions shown in brackets and italicized]: 
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• Unity, [peace and harmony] in the family is the cornerstone to unity, [peace and 
harmony] in society. 

• [Children should show respect to their parents and parents should show respect to 
their children.] 

• Having compassion is a spiritual attribute we should be developing and it means 
having empathy for the stress and suffering of others and desiring to alleviate it. 

• Work done with a motive of service to others is accepted by God as worship. 
• Becoming mature means everyone takes responsibility [(age appropriately)]. 
• Honoring justice and fairness means that no one is over-burdened [or under-

burdened]. 
• Kindness is a virtue we should be developing [and expressing to each other]. 
• Cleanliness is a spiritual quality we should be developing [and expressing to each 

other]. 
• [Good health is a desirable attribute that is an outcome of cleanliness]. 

When the spiritual principle and value ideas had been agreed upon, the family turned to Step 5A. 

Step 5A:  Identifying Solutions (Suspend Critical Judgment). 

     The parents took turns standing at the flipchart during this step recording the family’s ideas in 

clear view of all the family members.  The members began Step 5A by suspending critical 

judgment and brainstorming the question, “What are the solutions to this issue that align with 

the agreed upon facts and spiritual principles and values?”  When the brainstorming was 

complete, the solution ideas on the flipchart pages read as follows: 

• We need to create a chore chart. 
• Everyone needs to have chore assignments. 
• We need to have a chore review meeting weekly to monitor our progress. 
• We should speak kindly and respectfully to each other when we check in with each 

other about the chores. 
• We should have cleaning and chore sessions when we all clean and do chores at the 

same time (e.g. 9-11 AM on Saturdays). 
• We should reward ourselves by going out for a treat when we finish (e.g. have ice 

cream). 
• We should clean and do chores separately on our own schedules when it’s convenient 

for us. 
• Each person should make his or her own bed each morning. 
• Each person should bus and rinse his or her own dishes after meals and snacks and 

put the dishes into the dishwasher. 
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• Each person should put his or her own clothes in the laundry baskets. 
• Some chores should be done on a weekly rotating basis by individuals such as 

dusting, vacuuming, cleaning bathrooms, cleaning bedrooms, cleaning the family 
room, and cleaning the living room. 

• When a family member doesn’t follow through on his or her assigned chores, that 
person is grounded from doing fun things until the chores are done. 

When all the solution ideas had been expressed and recorded, the family turned to Step 5B. 

Step 5B:  Agreeing on Solutions (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     To complete this step, the Lopez family members agreed to apply critical judgment; then, the 

parent at the flipchart slowly read back through the solution statements generated in Step 5A.  

When family members agreed with a solution statement as read, no comment was made; but if 

one or more members disagreed with a statement as read, they proposed revisions to the solution 

statement until the group members agreed on the revisions.  These revisions were recorded on 

the flipchart.  When critical judgment had been applied to all of the solution statements, the 

revised statements read as follows [with revisions shown in brackets and italicized]: 

• We need to create a chore chart [together]. 
• Everyone needs to have chore assignments, [but they need to be age appropriate]. 
• We need to have a chore review meeting weekly [at first and bi-weekly later on] to 

monitor our progress. 
• We should speak kindly, respectfully [and constructively] to each other when 

we check in with each other about the chores. 
• We should have cleaning and chore sessions when we all clean and do chores at the 

same time (e.g. 9-11am on Saturdays). 
• We should reward ourselves with a treat [together] when we finish (e.g. have ice 

cream). 
• [As necessary,] we should [also] clean and do chores separately on our own schedules 

when it’s convenient for us. 
• Each person should make his or her own bed each morning. 
• Each person should bus and rinse his or her own dishes after meals and snacks and 

put the dishes into the dishwasher. 
• Each person should put his or her own [dirty] clothes in the laundry baskets. 
• Some chores should be done on a weekly rotating basis by individuals [or pairs/trios] 

such as dusting, vacuuming, cleaning bathrooms, cleaning bedrooms, cleaning the 
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family room, cleaning the living room, [emptying waste baskets, taking out trash and 
garbage, changing bedding, doing laundry, and cooking]. 

• When a family member doesn’t follow through on his or her assigned chores [(this 
includes doing a quality job)], that person is grounded from doing fun things 
[(including the family reward treats)] until the chores are done. 

When the solution ideas had been agreed upon, the family turned to Step 6A. 

Step 6A:  Identifying Implementation Steps (Suspend Critical Judgment). 

     The parents again took turns standing at the flipchart recording the family’s ideas in clear 

view of all the family members.  The members began by suspending critical judgment and 

brainstorming the question, “What are the implementation steps for our agreed upon solutions 

that will address the issue and align with the agreed upon facts, spiritual principles and values”?  

When the brainstorming was complete, the implementation step ideas on the flipchart pages read 

as follows: 

• The parents will create a chore chart for review, possible revision and approval by the 
whole family at a family meeting. 

• The chore chart will include both the individual chores that each family member must 
do himself or herself each day (e.g. each person makes their own bed and puts their 
dirty clothes in the laundry baskets), and the weekly rotating tasks that will be 
undertaken by individuals or pairs and trios. 

• Weekly rotating chores will be made age appropriate by joining a younger family 
member with an older family member on a team so that the younger person has help 
and a way to learn how to do the task. 

• We will brainstorm a list of economical yet fun reward treats to celebrate our 
successes. 

• Have a family chore hour each week when everyone does chores at the same time, as 
well as the freedom to do additional personal chores whenever you have time. 

• The family hour chore time each week will culminate in the weekly chore review 
meeting where we discuss how things are going, what’s working, what isn’t, and what 
plan revisions we need to make (decide later on when to switch to bi-weekly chore 
review meetings). 

   
When all the implementation step ideas had been expressed and recorded, the family turned to 

the final step, Step 6B. 
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Step 6B:  Agreeing on Implementation Steps (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     To complete this step, the Lopez family members agreed to apply critical judgment; then, the 

parent at the flipchart slowly read back through the implementation step statements generated in 

Step 6A.  When family members agreed with an implementation step statement as read, no 

comment was made; but if one or more members disagreed with a statement as read, they 

proposed revisions to the implementation step statement until the group members agreed on the 

revisions.  These revisions were recorded on the flipchart.  When critical judgment had been 

applied to all of the implementation step 

statements, the revised statements read as follows [with revisions, implementation assignments 

and deadlines shown in brackets and italicized]: 

• [Based on their knowledge of the chores,] the parents will create a chore chart for 
review, [discussion,] possible revision and approval by the whole family at a family 
review meeting.  [Parents will complete the chore chart by noon Sunday.  The family 
review meeting will be held Sunday afternoon at 3:00pm.] 

• The chore chart will include both the individual chores that each family member must 
do themselves each day (e.g. each person makes their own bed and puts their dirty 
clothes in the laundry baskets), and the weekly rotating tasks that will be undertaken 
by individuals or pairs and trios. 

• [The weekly rotating chores need to be sized approximately alike so that there is 
justice and fairness, but age appropriateness of chores also needs to be considered.] 

• Weekly rotating chores will be made age appropriate by joining a younger family 
member with an older family member on a team so that the younger person has help 
and a way to learn how to do the task. 

• We will brainstorm a list of economical yet fun reward treats to celebrate our 
successes.  [Parents will lead this listing process at the family review meeting on 
Sunday.  The first reward treat will be on the Sunday of the weekend following the 
first week under the new program—and on each Sunday thereafter.] 

• Have both a family hour each week for chore time when everyone will be doing 
chores at the same time, and the freedom to do your additional chores whenever you 
have time.  [The family hour chore time will be each Saturday morning from 
9:00-10:00am.] 

• [Have a] weekly chore review meeting on Sundays at 3:00pm where we discuss how 
things are going, what’s working, what isn’t, what plan revisions we need to make, 
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[and whether any groundings are in order] (decide later on when to switch to bi-
weekly chore review meetings).  [The meetings will last only as long as they need to.  
The Parents will be conveners of the meetings and the first one will be on the Sunday 
of the weekend following the first week on the new program]. 

• [The way we talk with each other about these issues (respectfully, compassionately, 
and constructively) is just as important as the fact that the tasks get done.  Infractions 
on the way we talk with each other can be brought up at the weekly chore review 
meetings and can be the basis for getting grounded subject to the majority decision of 
the group.] 

• [If a person has a problem getting their chores done because of other obligations, he 
or she is free to negotiate with other family members to switch chores, create IOUs, 
etc.  Nevertheless, if things don’t get done, it is always the person who has the 
assignment on the chore chart that is grounded and loses privileges.] 

     As a result of the Lopez family’s Compassionate Consultation process, they had not only 

arrived at solutions to their problem, but had also established a reliable procedure for them to use 

in coming together to address important issues in the future. 

The Compassionate Consultation Example of Jean & Bill—Sticky Wall Version of the 6-

Step I/A Model (Detailed Steps) 

     Within a few months after the authors created the 7-Year Concrete Vision of the Future for 

our relationship (referred to in Chapter 14 and described in detail in Appendix III), Bill found 

himself stalled on the writing of the book and on several other elements of the concrete vision.  

Because the demands of his business were keeping him locked in his old patterns instead of 

creating new patterns in line with the Concrete Vision, he asked Jean to help him address this 

issue. 

     We decided to use the sticky wall version of the 6-Step Identify/Agree (I/A) Model which was 

referred to in Chapter 10 (see Appendix II for detailed steps of the sticky wall version).  The 

choice of this model was based simply on the our desire to use 4” x 4” Post-It® notes rather than 

any feeling that the subject was highly controversial.  In addition, because there were only two 
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participants, each of the Step 2-5 sub-step phases of the model were reduced from four to two 

sub-steps (A and B) as shown in Figure AIV.4 (i.e., Steps 2A and 2B take the place of the four 

sub-steps—Steps 2A, 2B, 2C, and 2D— used in the complete sticky wall model version shown 

in Appendix II, which is best suited for use with larger groups). 

Figure AIV.4 
The 6-Step Identify/Agree (I/A) Consultation Model—Sticky Wall Version 
(abridged for a 2-person procedure):   

 1.   Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 

 2A. Identifying the Issue—individual member 
 
 2B.   Agreeing on the Issue—whole group 
 

 3A.   Identifying the Facts—individual member 

 3B. Agreeing on the Facts—whole group 
 
 4A.   Identifying the Spiritual Principles Involved-individual member 
 
 4B. Agreeing on the Spiritual Principles Involved—whole group 

 
 5A.  Identifying Solutions—individual member 
 
 5B. Agreeing on Solutions—whole group 
 
 6A.   Identifying Implementation Steps—individual member 
 
 6B.   Agreeing on Implementation Steps—whole group    
 ___________________________________________________ 
KEY 
 
 =  Suspend critical judgment (A steps) 
 
 =  Apply critical judgment (B steps)     

_________________________________________________________ 

Step 1:  Convening by Praying for Divine Guidance 
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     Jean and Bill began by reviewing the 12 Behavioral Standards and 7 Prime Requisites.  Then 

they sat down together and each said a prayer for assistance and divine guidance.   

Step 2A:  Identifying the Issue—individual member (Suspend Critical Judgment). 

     Because Jean wanted to fully understand the issue presented by Bill, she asked him to tell her 

about the issue and made notes as he talked.  Then they both suspended critical judgment, 

worked alone for about 5 minutes and wrote down possible issue statements on their Post-It® 

note sheets.  They then turned to Step 2B. 

Step 2B:  Agreeing on the Issue—whole group (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     Jean and Bill took turns sharing their Post-It® sheets with each other and the possible issue 

statements were as follows (with the parenthetical J initial indicating it was from  

Jean and the B initial indicating it was from Bill): 

How to: 

• make time for Bill to spend on the book (B) 
• free Bill from the demands of the business during certain spans of time so that he can 

work on the book (J) 
• create more life balance for Bill (B) 
• make time for Bill to spend with Jean (J) 

Jean and Bill then applied critical judgment to the four issue statements and agreed on the 

following issue statement:  How to free Bill from the demands of the business so that he has more 

life balance, time to spend with Jean, and time to write the book.   

     Jean and Bill now turned to Step 3A. 

Step 3A:  Identifying the Facts—individual member (Suspend Critical Judgment). 

     Now Jean and Bill suspended their critical judgment and worked alone to brainstorm the facts 

in relation to their agreed upon issue statement.  When they had finished, they turned to Step 3B. 
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Step 3B:  Agreeing on the Facts—whole group (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     There are two phases to Step 3B in the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A Model (abridged 

for a two-person procedure) as follows: the agreement on fact idea affinity groups, and the 

agreement on the naming of each fact idea affinity group: 

Step 3B—Phase 1: Agreement on the Fact Idea Affinity Groups 

     To begin Step 3B—Phase 1, Jean and Bill sat at a table and took turns sharing their fact ideas 

one Post-It® Note sheet at a time—placing the sheet down on the table and reading it out loud to 

the other person.  They continued this procedure until all of their sheets were spread out 

randomly on the table in front of them.  The randomly numbered list of ideas (with the 

parenthetical J initial indicating it was from Jean and the B initial indicating it was from Bill) 

was as follows: 

1. Right now, Bill is usually busy with organizational and coaching clients all day 
    Monday through Friday and then uses nights and weekends to support it. (J) 
2. Bill has been too busy with work. (B) 
1.Bill needs to cut back to stay healthy. (J) 
2.There is evidence that Bill’s clients will delay their projects in line with his availability. 

(B)  
3.Jean and Bill will need less money now. (J) 
4.Bill has not had time to recover on week nights and week-ends—i.e., getting his mind off 

work and doing something rejuvenating. (B) 
5.Jean wants to spend more time with Bill—a Friday night outing, some recreation on 

Saturday, and a family get-together on Sunday. (J) 
6.Bill wants to spend more quality time with Jean. (B) 
7.If Bill spends the whole work week face-to-face with clients, the only time to do the 

related administrative and support work is week nights and week-ends. (J) 
8.Revenue requirements have decreased with the children launched and becoming self-

supporting. (B) 
9.In the past, when Bill has said to clients that he’s not immediately available, they have 

been willing to accept delayed dates. (J) 
10.To meet the timeline on the book, Bill needs to spend at least a day a week (8 hours) 

working on it. (B) 
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11.Based on the changed circumstances, Bill could cut in half his business revenues and 
our financial needs would still be met. (J) 

12.For 3 days with clients, Bill needs 2 days in the office doing support work. (B) 
13.Bill wants to have writing time each week to work on the book. (J) 

     Having heard, seen and understood all of the fact ideas, Jean and Bill now jointly organized 

the ideas into affinity groups based on the similarity and relatedness of the facts being described.  

They went about this in the manner described in the Step 3D—Phase 1 description on page 33 

and the following pages in Appendix II.  The results of their fact idea groupings, with the 

original number of each fact idea listed above shown in parentheses, were as follows: 

Affinity Group I 
• Bill wants to have writing time each week to work on the book. (15) 
• To meet the timeline on the book, Bill needs to spend at least a day a week (8 hours) working 

on it. (12) 

Affinity Group II 
• Bill has been too busy with work. (2) 
• Bill needs to cut back to stay healthy. (3) 
• Right now, Bill is usually busy with organizational and coaching clients all day 
• Monday through Friday and then uses nights and weekends to support it. (1) 
• Bill has not had time to recover on week nights and week-ends—i.e., getting his mind off 

work and doing something rejuvenating. (6) 

Affinity Group III 
• Jean and Bill will need less money now. (5) 
• Revenue requirements have decreased with the children launched and becoming self-

supporting. (10) 
• Based on the changed circumstances, Bill could cut in half his business revenues and our 

financial needs would still be met. (13) 

Affinity Group IV 
• Jean wants to spend more time with Bill—a Friday night outing, some recreation on 

Saturday, and a family get-together on Sunday. (7) 
• Bill wants to spend more quality time with Jean. (8) 

Affinity Group V 
• There is evidence that Bill’s clients will delay their projects in line with his availability. (4)  
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• If Bill spends the whole work week face-to-face with clients, the only time to do the related 
administrative and support work is week nights and week-ends. (9) 

• In the past, when Bill has said to clients that he’s not immediately available, they have been 
willing to accept delayed dates. (11) 

• For 3 days with clients, Bill needs 2 days in the office doing support work. (14) 

Having reached agreement on the relatedness of the fact ideas (not on whether they agreed with 

each fact idea) by organizing all of their fact ideas into affinity groups based on the similarity of 

the fact ideas being expressed, Jean and Bill now moved on to Step 3B—Phase 2: Agreement on 

the Naming of Affinity Groups. 

Step 3B—Phase 2: Agreement on the Naming of Affinity Groups 

Jean and Bill now looked at each affinity group of fact ideas in turn and reached agreement on 

what master fact (or facts) each affinity group was really trying to describe.  They went about 

this in the manner described in the Step 3D—Phase 2 description on page 36 and the following 

pages in Appendix II.  The results of their discussions and agreements were as follows (with the 

master facts agreed upon shown at the top of each affinity group in bold type). 

Affinity Group I 
• Bill wants to spend at least 1-day/week (8 hours) writing the book. 
• Bill wants to have writing time each week to work on the book. (15) 
• To meet the timeline on the book, Bill needs to spend at least a day a week (8 hours) working 

on it. (12) 

Affinity Group II 
• Bill needs to change his imbalanced and unhealthy work schedule into one where he has 

evenings and weekends free. 
• Bill has been too busy with work. (2) 
• Bill needs to cut back to stay healthy. (3) 
• Right now, Bill is usually busy with organizational and coaching clients all day Monday 

through Friday and then uses nights and weekends to support it. (1) 
• Bill has not had time to recover on week nights and week-ends—i.e., getting his mind off 

work and doing something rejuvenating. (6) 

Affinity Group III 
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• Because our income needs have decreased, Bill can make the needed changes and see 
what impact it has on his business’ annual revenue. 

• Jean and Bill will need less money now. (5) 
• Revenue requirements have decreased with the children launched and becoming self-

supporting. (10) 
• Based on the changed circumstances, Bill could cut in half his business revenues and our 

financial needs would still be met. (13) 

Affinity Group IV 
• Jean and Bill want to spend more quality time with each other on weekends (they can’t 

during the week). 
• Jean wants to spend more time with Bill—a Friday night outing, some recreation on 

Saturday, and a family get-together on Sunday. (7) 
• Bill wants to spend more quality time with Jean. (8) 

Affinity Group V 
• There is evidence that Bill needs 2 days in the office doing administrative and support 

work for every 3 days with clients, and that clients will delay projects in line with his 
availability. 

• There is evidence that Bill’s clients will delay their projects in line with his availability. (4)  
• If Bill spends the whole work week face-to-face with clients, the only time to do the related 

administrative and support work is week nights and week-ends. (9) 
• In the past, when Bill has said to clients that he’s not immediately available, they have been 

willing to accept delayed dates. (11) 
• For 3 days with clients, Bill needs 2 days in the office doing support work. (14) 

Having reached a decision on the facts, Jean and Bill now turned to Step 4A. 

Step 4A:  Identifying the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved (Suspend Critical Judgment). 

     Jean and Bill now suspended their critical judgment and worked alone to brainstorm the 

spiritual principles and values they wanted to live by which related to the issue and facts they 

had agreed upon.  When they had finished working alone, they turned to Step 4B. 

Step 4B:  Agree on the Spiritual Principles/Values Involved (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     There are two phases to Step 4B in the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A Model (abridged 

for a two-person procedure) as follows: the agreement on spiritual principle and value idea 

affinity groups, and the agreement on the naming of each affinity group. 
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Step 4B—Phase 1: Agreement on the Spiritual Principle and Value Idea Affinity Groups 

     To begin Step 4B—Phase 1, Jean and Bill sat at the table again and took turns sharing their 

spiritual principle and value ideas one Post-It® Note sheet at a time—placing the sheet down on 

the table and reading it out loud to the other person.  They continued this process until all of their 

sheets were spread out randomly on the table in front of them.  The randomly numbered list of 

spiritual principle and value ideas (with the parenthetical J initial indicating it was from Jean and 

the B initial indicating it was from Bill) was as follows: 

1. Spending time with family is needed to maintain unity and harmony. (J) 
2. Work can be worship if done in the right spirit. (B) 
3. If we have a God-given gift or talent, we should develop it and share it with others. (J) 
4. The body is the temple of the spirit and should be treated with respect (not pushed 

beyond its limits). (B) 
5. We should observe moderation in all things. (J) 
6. Our professional service to the world should not prevent us from serving our faith 

community. (B) 
7. Rest and recreation should be used to refresh us for more effective service. (J) 
8. We should strive for excellence in all things. (B) 
9. It is important to take care of our bodies (the human temple)—get enough rest, healthy 

food and exercise. (J) 
10. Knowledge is one of the greatest gifts of God to humanity.  We should share the 

knowledge we have gained in a way most helpful and beneficial to society. (B) 
11. Work done in the spirit of service is worship, but when one is too busy, one tends to feel 

put-upon and lose the spirit of service. (J) 

     Having heard, seen and understood all of the spiritual principle and value ideas, Jean and Bill 

now jointly organized the ideas into affinity groups based on the similarity of the spiritual 

principles or values being described.  They went about this in the manner described in the Step 

4D—Phase 1 description on page 42 and the following pages in Appendix II.  The results of their 

spiritual principle and value idea groupings, with the original number of each Spiritual Principle 

idea listed above shown in parentheses, were as follows: 
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Affinity Group I 
• Spending time with family is needed to maintain unity and harmony. (1) 

Affinity Group II 
• Work can be worship if done in the right spirit. (2) 
• Work done in the spirit of service is worship, but when one is too busy, one tends to feel put-

upon and lose the spirit of service. (11) 

Affinity Group III 
• If we have a God-given gift or talent, we should develop it and share it with others. (3) 
• Knowledge is one of the greatest gifts of God to humanity.  We should share the knowledge 

we have gained in a way most helpful and beneficial to society. (10) 

Affinity Group IV 
• The body is the temple of the spirit and should be treated with respect (not pushed beyond its 

limits). (4) 
• It is important to take care of our bodies (the human temple)—get enough rest, healthy food 

and exercise. (9) 

Affinity Group V 
• Our professional service to the world should not prevent us from serving our faith 

community. (6) 
• Rest and recreation should be used to refresh us for more effective service. (7) 

Affinity Group VI 
• We should observe moderation in all things. (5) 
• We should strive for excellence in all things. (8) 

Having reached agreement on the relatedness of the spiritual principle and value ideas (not on 

whether they agreed with each spiritual principle and value idea) by organizing all of their ideas 

into affinity groups based on the similarity of the spiritual principle and value ideas being 

expressed, Jean and Bill now moved on to Step 4B—Phase 2: Agreement on the Naming of 

Affinity Groups. 

Step 4B—Phase 2: Agreement on the Naming of Affinity Groups 

     Jean and Bill now looked at each affinity group of spiritual principle and value ideas in turn 

and reached an agreement on what master spiritual principle or value each affinity group was 
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really trying to describe.  They went about this in the manner described in the Phase 4D—Phase 

2 description on page 44 and the following pages in Appendix II.  The results of their discussions 

and agreements were as follows (with the master spiritual principle and value agreed upon shown 

at the top of each affinity group in bold type). 

Affinity Group I 
• Unity of the Family is Foundational. 
• Spending time with family is needed to maintain unity and harmony. (1) 

Affinity Group II 
• Work Done in the Spirit of Service is Worship 
• Work can be worship if done in the right spirit. (2) 
• Work done in the spirit of service is worship, but when one is too busy, one tends to feel put-

upon and lose the spirit of service. (11) 

Affinity Group III 
• Knowledge and talent we have developed in our professions should be shared for the 

advancement of society. 
• If we have a God-given gift or talent, we must develop it and share it with others. (3) 
• Knowledge is one of the greatest gifts of God to humanity.  We should share the knowledge 

we have gained in a way most helpful and beneficial for society. (10) 

Affinity Group IV 
• Because the body is our vehicle for giving service in this world, we need to care for it 

and maintain it. 
• The body is the temple of the spirit and should be treated with respect (not pushed beyond its 

limits). (4) 
• It is important to take care of our bodies (the human temple)—get enough rest, healthy food 

and exercise. (9) 

Affinity Group V 
• In addition to our service in our professional field, we want to serve in ways that will 

help build our faith community. 
• Our professional service to the world should not prevent us from serving our faith 

community. (6) 
• Rest and recreation should be used to refresh us for more effective service. (7) 

Affinity Group VI 
• We should mindfully manage the paradox of striving for excellence and being moderate 

in all things. 
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• We should observe moderation in all things. (5) 
•  We should strive for excellence in all things. (8) 

Now, Jean and Bill were ready to turn to Step 5A. 

Step 5A:  Identifying Solutions (Suspend Critical Judgment). 

     Jean and Bill now suspended their critical judgment and worked alone to brainstorm solutions 

to the issue that aligned with the facts and spiritual principles they had agreed upon.  When they 

had finished working alone, they turned to Step 5B. 

Step 5B:  Agree on the Solutions (Apply Critical Judgment). 

     There are two phases to Step 5B in the Sticky Wall Version of the 6-Step I/A Model 

(abridged for a two-person procedure) as follows: the agreement on solution idea affinity groups, 

and the agreement on the naming of each affinity group. 

Step 5B—Phase 1: Agreement on the Solution Idea Affinity Groups 

     To begin Step 5B—Phase 1, Jean and Bill sat at the table again and took turns sharing their 

solution ideas one Post-It® Note sheet at a time—placing the sheet down on the table and 

reading it out loud to the other person.  They continued this process until all of their sheets were 

spread out randomly on the table in front of them.  The randomly numbered list of solution ideas 

(with the parenthetical J initial indicating it was from Jean and the B initial indicating it was 

from Bill) was as follows: 

1. Starting September 1, Bill books a maximum 3 days per week of client face-to-face time. 
(B) 

2. Bill commits to weekend time with Jean and with the family. (J) 
3. Bill reserves every Friday for writing the book. (B) 
4. When 3 days with clients are booked on the calendar, Bill closes off the week—no 

wavering. (J) 
5. Try out different combinations of time commitments to see what works. (B) 
6. Bill writes the book a half-day each Friday and a half-day each weekend. (J) 
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7. Figure out activities that would rejuvenate the mind and soul on week nights and week-
ends. (B) 

8. On the calendar, block out 2 days each week to stay in the office and do background and 
support work. (J) 

9. Work out twice during each work week and once each weekend. (B) 
10. Have at least one family gathering each weekend. (J) 
11. Determine activities to bring the family together each week. (B) 
12. Serve my faith community at least once per week. (B) 

     Having heard, seen and understood all of the solution ideas, Jean and Bill now jointly 

organized the ideas into affinity groups based on the similarity of the solutions being described.  

They went about this in the manner outlined in the Step 5D—Phase 1 description beginning on 

page 50 in Appendix II.  The results of their solution groupings, with the original number of each 

solution idea listed above shown in parentheses, were as follows: 

Affinity Group I 
• On the calendar, block out 2 days each week to stay in the office and do background and 

support work. (1) 
• Try out different combinations of time commitments to see what works. (4) 
• When 3 days with clients are booked on the calendar, Bill closes off the week—no wavering. 

(5) 
• Starting September 1, Bill books a maximum 3 days per week of client face-to-face time. (8) 

Affinity Group II 
• Bill commits to weekend time with Jean and with the family. (2) 
• Determine activities to bring the family together each week. (11) 
• Have at least one family gathering each weekend. (10) 

Affinity Group III 
• Bill reserves every Friday for writing the book. (3) 
• Try out different combinations of time commitments to see what works. (5) 
• Bill writes the book a half-day each Friday and a half-day each weekend. (6) 

Affinity Group IV 
• Figure out activities that would rejuvenate the body, mind and soul on week nights and week-

ends. (7) 

Affinity Group V 
•  Work out twice during each work week and once each weekend. (9) 
• Serve my faith community at least once per week. (12) 
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Having reached agreement on the relatedness of the solution ideas (not on whether they agreed 

with each solution idea) by organizing all of their ideas into affinity groups based on the 

similarity of the solution ideas being expressed, Jean and Bill now moved on to Step 5B—Phase 

2: Agreement on the Naming of Affinity Groups. 

Step 5B—Phase 2: Agreement on the Naming of Affinity Groups 

     Jean and Bill now looked at each affinity group of solution ideas in turn and reached an 

agreement on what master solution(s) each affinity group was really trying to describe.  They 

went about this in the manner outlined in the Step 5D—Phase 2 description beginning on page 

53 in Appendix II.  The results of their discussions and agreements were as follows (with the 

master solution(s) agreed upon shown at the top of each affinity group in bold type): 

Affinity Group I 
• Starting September 1st, see clients and client organizations on Tuesday, Wednesday and 

Thursday and reserve Mondays and Fridays for background administration, support 
work and book writing (half-day on Friday). 

• On the calendar, block out 2 days each week to stay in the office and do background and 
support work. (1) 

• Try out different combinations of time commitments to see what works. (4) 
• When 3 days with clients are booked on the calendar, Bill closes off the week—no wavering. 

(5) 
• Starting September 1, Bill books a maximum 3 days per week of client face-to-face time. (8) 

Affinity Group II 
• Create an inventory of desirable activity ideas as a couple and as a family and then have 

at least two quality time activities between Bill & Jean each weekend and at least one 
family gathering each weekend. 

• Bill commits to weekend time with Jean and with the family. (2) 
• Determine activities to bring the family together each week. (11) 
• Have at least one family gathering each weekend. (10) 

Affinity Group III 
• Bill writes for a minimum of a half-day each Friday and a half-day on the weekend. 
• Bill reserves every Friday for writing the book. (3) 
• Try out different combinations of writing time commitments to see what works. (5) 
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• Bill writes the book a half-day each Friday and a half-day each weekend. (6) 

Affinity Group IV 
• Create an inventory of activities that would rejuvenate Bill’s mind and soul and then do 

at least one each weekend and at least one evening activity sometime during the work 
week. 

• Figure out activities that would rejuvenate the mind and soul on week nights and week-ends. 
(7) 

Affinity Group V 
• Bill maintains his body by working out at least twice during the week and once during 

each weekend; and serves his faith community at least once per week. 
• Work out twice during each work week and once each weekend. (9) 
• Serve my faith community at least once per week. (12) 

The Option of Omitting Step 6 When Step 5 Has Accomplished the Objective 

     With the completion of all the components of Step 5, Bill believed that the solutions were at a 

level of clarity, specificity and granularity from which he could implement them by simply 

transferring the bold-type solutions at the top of each affinity group into his day-planner.  

Whenever the individual or group that plans to implement the solutions generated by a 

Compassionate Consultation process feels that the solutions are in an actionable condition, Step 

6 (Identifying and Agreeing on Implementation Steps) can be omitted. 

Recap of Steps 1-5 of Jean & Bill’s Compassionate Consultation Process 

     It may be useful to review the steps and outcomes of the foregoing process in a more 

compressed form. 

     Jean and Bill reached Compassionate Consultation agreement on the following: 

Step 1:  Their desire for divine guidance and assistance 
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Step 2:  The Compassionate Consultation Agreement on the Issue Statement:  How to free Bill 

from the demands of the business so that he has more life balance, time to spend with Jean, and 

time to write the book.  

Step 3:  The Compassionate Consultation Agreement on the Facts (bold type headings of the 

Affinity Groups) as follows:  

• Bill wants to spend at least 1-day/week (8 hours) writing the book. 
• Bill needs to change his imbalanced and unhealthy work schedule into one where he has 

evenings and weekends free. 
• Because our income needs have decreased, Bill can make the needed changes and see 

what impact it has on his business’ annual revenue. 
• Jean and Bill want to spend more quality time with each other on weekends (they can’t 

during the week). 
• There is evidence that Bill needs 2 days in the office doing administrative and support 

work for every 3 days with clients, and that clients will delay projects in line with his 
availability. 

Step 4:  The Compassionate Consultation Agreement on the Spiritual Principles & Values (bold 

type headings of the Affinity Groups) as follows: 

• Unity of the family is foundational. 
• Work done in the spirit of Service is worship. 
• Knowledge and talent we have developed in our professions should be shared for the 

advancement of society. 
• Because the body is our vehicle for giving service in this world, we need to care for it 

and maintain it. 
• In addition to our service in our professional field, we want to serve in ways that will 

help build our faith community. 
• We should mindfully manage the paradox of striving for excellence and being moderate 

in all things. 

Step 5:  The Compassionate Consultation Agreement on the Solutions (bold type headings of the 

Affinity Groups) as follows: 

• Starting September 1st, see clients and client organizations on Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday and reserve Mondays and Fridays for background administration, support 
work and book writing (half-day on Friday). 
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• Create an inventory of desirable activity ideas as a couple and as a family and then have 
at least two quality time activities between Bill & Jean each weekend and at least one 
family gathering each weekend. 

• Bill writes for a minimum of a half-day each Friday and a half-day on the weekend. 
• Bill maintains his body by working out at least twice during the week and once during 

each weekend; and serves his faith community at least once per week. 
• Create an inventory of activities that would rejuvenate Bill’s mind and soul and then do 

at least one each weekend and at least one evening activity sometime during the work 
week. 

Step 6:  Agreement on the Implementation Steps (not needed). 

We encourage our readers to share their own Compassionate Consultation stories, experiences 
and needs with us at Contact@HarleyCoaching.com 
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